Daily Announcements September 2009 by Wofford College.  Office of Marketing and Communications
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT FROM CAMPUS SAFETY: Traffic, parking issues for new student check-in Wednesday, Sept.
2
Date: September 1, 2009 at 9:08 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu
PLEASE DO NOT REPLY TO THIS MESSAGE.  If you have questions, please contact
Randy Hall at halljr@wofford.edu.
 
To All Faculty and Staff:
 
Student Affairs and Campus Safety welcome you back to campus for the Fall semester.  Our
new students check-in Wednesday, Sept. 2.  Traffic on the campus drive will be one way –
from Church Street to Memorial Drive.  No parking will be allowed on the curb at the
Burwell Building or the Carlisle-Wallace House.  Employees are encouraged to park in lots
on the perimeter of the campus.  Upperclassmen return on Saturday so we expect traffic on
Evins Street and the campus drive to be congested.  Faculty and staff members are reminded
that they may call Campus Safety if they need a ride from a parking lot to their office. 
Officers can be reached 24-hours a day, seven days a week at 864/597-4911.
 




Director of Campus Safety
Wofford College
429 North Church Street
Spartanburg, South Carolina 29303-3663
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Wednesday, September 02, 2009
Date: September 2, 2009 at 9:03 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Wednesday, September 02, 2009
 
Announcements
LSAT prep course on campus in September
Book Vouchers
Announcements
LSAT prep course on campus in September
Details: This September, Dr. Christine Dinkins will offer a prep course for the LSAT. Class will meet 3-5
p.m. Tuesday 9/8, Thursday 9/10, Tuesday 9/15 and Tuesday 9/22. Sessions 1 and 2 will focus on
Logical Reasoning and Reading Comprehension. Sessions 3 and 4 will focus on Analytical Reasoning
(i.e. "Games"). The registration fee for Wofford students is $175. In addition, it is recommended that
participants purchase one of the "Actual, Official LSAT Preptests" books published by the Law School
Admission Council, which can be found at Barnes & Noble or online at Amazon. For information or to





Details: Welcome back everyone. We hope you had a great summer. We are looking forward to
serving all of you for the upcoming semester. If you qualify for a book voucher they are now available at
the bookstore. Come by the store or order online at www.wofford.bkstr.com. If you ordered your books




For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/campusSafety/content.aspx?id=33330.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to: http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Thursday, September 03, 2009
Date: September 3, 2009 at 10:14 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
 
 
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Thursday, September 03, 2009
Today's Events
LET'S GO. Women's soccer hosts UNCA tonight
 
Today's Events
LET'S GO. Women's soccer hosts UNCA tonight
Date/Time: 9/3/2009 6:00:00 PM
Location: Snyder Field
Details: The Wofford women's soccer team hosts UNC Asheville tonight at Snyder Field. Kick-off is at





For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/campusSafety/content.aspx?id=33330.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to: http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT FROM SPORTS MARKETING: Tomorrow marks first "Black Friday"
Date: September 3, 2009 at 11:19 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Help spread the word.
 
As part an initiative to increase school spirit, beginning tomorrow, Friday, September 4, everyone
around campus is encouraged to wear black on Fridays. That would be Wofford black (and gold) of
course.
 
“Black Friday” is in keeping with the theme the Alumni office has planned for Homecoming festivities
this year as well.
 





Assistant Athletic Director for Marketing & Promotions
Wofford College
429 N. Church St., Spartanburg, SC 29303





Date: September 4, 2009 at 8:34 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
 
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Friday, September 04, 2009
 
Upcoming Events






Band Party featuring PSEUDO!!
Date/Time: 9/5/2009 9:00:00 PM
Location: Behind Old Main (between DuPre and Shipp)
Cost: Free
Details: Listen to a fun band and dance your socks off on the grass behind Old Main immediately






Details: Drs. Moss and Moeller will have information sessions for students interested in applying to
medical school on Sunday, Sept 6. Meetings will be held in Roger Milliken Science Center, Room





Details: The Residence Life Office invites you to the annual poster sale on Monday, Sept. 7. The





For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/campusSafety/content.aspx?id=33330.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to: http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements.






Date: September 7, 2009 at 9:07 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Monday, September 07, 2009
Today's Events
Poster Sale
"FITNESS @ 5:30" Classes Begin Tonight: AB-LAB
Recruitment Meeting
Upcoming Events
Panhellenic PAM Recruitment Rules Meeting
Catholic Mass
Announcements
LSAT prep course on campus starts tomorrow
Today's Events
Poster Sale
Date/Time: 9/7/2009 9:00:00 AM
Location: AAAS
Cost: Free
Details: The Residence Life Office invites you to the annual poster sale today. The sale will be from




"Fitness @ 5:30" Classes Begin Tonight: AB-LAB
Date/Time: 9/7/2009 5:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: The entire campus community [students, faculty and staff] is invited to join us for our nightly
fitness class offerings. This semester's offerings begin tonight! Mondays and Wednesdays will be
Ab-Lab, Tuesdays will be Cardio- Kickboxing, and Thursdays will be Pi-Yo [a combination of Pilates
and Yoga]. No need to sign up, just show up whenever you can, Monday-Thursday @ 5:30 [30-45





Date/Time: 9/7/2009 7:00:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium
Cost: Free
Details: Any women interested in joining Greek Life there is a mandatory meeting on Wednesday,
Sept. 7, in Leonard Auditorium at 6 p.m. If there are any questions or comments please contact






Panhellenic PAM Recruitment Rules Meeting 
Date/Time: 9/8/2009 11:00:00 AM
Location: Leonard Auditorium 
Cost: Free
Details: There will be a MANDATORY Panhellenic PAM (Panhellenic Active Member) meeting in






Date/Time: 9/9/2009 5:15:00 PM
Location: Mickel Chapel
Cost: Free
Father Michael McCafferty from St. Paul the Apostle Church will celebrate a mass to begin the New
Year in Mickel Chapel at 5:15 p.m. on Wednesday, Sept. 9, at 5:15 p.m. All are welcome to come
and see the new “Ritual Song” books donated to Wofford by Diane and Denny Linton and other
parents, faculty and staff.Refreshments and a brief discussion of Newman Club/Catholic Campus





LSAT Prep Course on Campus Starts Tomorrow
Details: It is not too late to register! This September, Dr. Christine Dinkins will offer a prep course for
the LSAT. Class will meet 3-5 p.m. Tuesday 9/8, Thursday 9/10, Tuesday 9/15 and Tuesday 9/22.
Sessions 1 and 2 will focus on Logical Reasoning and Reading Comprehension. Sessions 3 and 4
will focus on Analytical Reasoning (i.e. "Games"). The registration fee for Wofford students is $175.
In addition, it is recommended that participants purchase one of the "Actual, Official LSAT Preptests"
books published by the Law School Admission Council, which can be found at Barnes & Noble or





For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/campusSafety/content.aspx?id=33330.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to: http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements.




Subject: REMINDER REGARDING ONLINE CALENDAR
Date: September 7, 2009 at 1:41 PM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
REMINDER: If you wish to see every event on the Wofford Online Calendar, be sure to
select *Campus Calendar at the top of the calendar list (left side, under “Choose
calendar(s) and date to view”), then click “Go to Calendar” (under the small calendar in the
center).  See the image below.
 
Selecting the *Campus Calendar will show ALL events currently on the campus calendar. 
If you have submitted an event, but you cannot see it on the calendar, please check to be
certain you are viewing the *Campus Calendar or the specific calendar for which the event
was submitted.
 
To see only certain categories, you may select one or more calendar from the list on the left,
then click “Go to Calendar.”
 
When checking for possible conflicts while scheduling events, please be certain you are
viewing the *Campus Calendar so that ALL events are visible.
 






Laura H. Corbin, Director of News Services
Wofford College * 429 North  Church Street * Spartanburg, SC  29303
(864) 597-4180 office * (864) 597-4179 fax





Date: September 8, 2009 at 9:05 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
 
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Tuesday, September 08,
2009
Today's Events
"Tango Class" Offered Tonight at 4:45 p.m.
Upcoming Events
Catholic Mass
Panhellenic PNM Recruitment Information Meeting
Panhellenic Recruitment Rules Meeting




FREE Campus Union Shuttle Service to College Fest
Community of Scholars Research Symposium
Interest Fair 2009
Announcements
Wofford on Call is Hiring
Wofford Travel Grant Deadline for Interim and Spring 2010
Travel/Study Interim Update
Football Gameday Parking
Work On Campus For Students
 
Today's Events
"Tango Class” Offered Tonight at 4:45 p.m. 
Date/Time: 9/8/2009 4:45:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: Join us tonight, or any Tuesday, for free Tango lessons, taught by our own Ana Maria
Wiseman. You do not need to sign up, and you don't need a partner. Just show up any Tuesday at
Wiseman. You do not need to sign up, and you don't need a partner. Just show up any Tuesday at






Date/Time: 9/9/2009 5:15:00 PM
Location: Mickel Chapel
Cost: Free
Father Michael McCafferty from St. Paul the Apostle Church will celebrate a mass to begin the New
Year in Mickel Chapel at 5:15 p.m. on Wednesday, Sept. 9, at 5:15 p.m. All are welcome to come
and see the new “Ritual Song” books donated to Wofford by Diane and Denny Linton and other
parents, faculty and staff. Refreshments and a brief discussion of Newman Club/Catholic Campus




Panhellenic PNM Recruitment Information Meeting 
Date/Time: 9/9/2009 6:00:00 PM
Location: Anna Todd Wofford Center
Cost: Free
Details: For all women interested in Panhellenic Recruitment, there will be a PNM (Potential New




Panhellenic Recruitment Rules Meeting
Date/Time: 9/9/2009 6:00:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium
Cost: Free
Details: Women interested in joining Greek Life there will be a MANDATORY rules meeting on
Wednesday, Sept. 9, at 6 p.m. in Leonard Auditorium. Any questions or comments please contact




IFC Rushee Information Meeting
Date/Time: 9/9/2009 7:00:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium
Cost: Free






Date/Time: 9/9/2009 9:00:00 PM
Location: Shipp Lounge
Cost: Free
Details: Join us for the first meeting of the year- Wednesday night in Shipp Lounge- at 9 p.m. This
will be a great chance to meet those already involved and to see how you can take a step into





Date/Time: 9/9/2009 9:00:00 PM
Location: Behind Old Main
Cost: Free
Details: Come out behind Old Main on Wednesday night for a FOAM DANCE PARTY! There will be
a big foam pit to dance in! An awesome DJ will be there to play great music. Black lights and foam -





Date/Time: 9/10/2009 12:00:00 PM
Location: AAAS
Cost: Free
Details: Attention all chemistry majors - bring your lunch down to the AAAS for a casual lunch with




FREE Campus Union Shuttle Service to College Fest
Date/Time: 9/10/2009 7:00:00 PM
Location: Front Steps of Main Building
Cost: Free
Details: Wofford students are invited to attend College Fest in downtown Spartanburg from 7to 11
p.m. The Campus Union has provided a trolley service to run to the event from the front steps of
Main Building. All students interested in attending College Fest are welcome to hitch a free ride. Any




Community of Scholars Research Symposium
Date/Time: 9/12/2009 9:00:00 AM
Location: Olin Theater
Cost: Free
Details: All students, faculty, and staff are invited to the Community of Scholars Research
Symposium on Saturday, Sept. 12 beginning at 9 a.m. in Olin Theater. Each of the 29 scholars (19
Symposium on Saturday, Sept. 12 beginning at 9 a.m. in Olin Theater. Each of the 29 scholars (19
students and 10 faculty) representing 16 academic disciplines will present the outcome of their 10
weeks of summer research in concurrent sessions concluding at noon. The schedule is posted in
several campus buildings. More information about each scholar and the Community of Scholars
program may be found on the Community of Scholars website
http://www.wofford.edu/communityscholars/




Date/Time: 9/15/2009 4:30:00 PM
Location: Main Building & Burwell Front Lawn
Cost: Free
Details: Get involved in campus and community organizations by attending the annual Interest Fair!
All types of organizations are represented, including but not limited to, service, religious, and social





Wofford on Call is Hiring!!
Details: Ten Reasons to work for Wofford on Call: 10) Where else can you earn prizes just for
showing up?? 9) Be part of a team that raises over $700,000 for Wofford each year 8) Hilarious
stories from alumni to share with your friends 7) Free dinner while you work! 6) Be able to beat any
third grader at Hangman 5) It’s the only job that you can come to work in pajamas 4) You’ll have
heightened phonetic skills 3) The flexible schedule works around your social calendar 2) A chance to





Wofford Travel Grant Deadline for Interim and Spring 2010
Details: There are several grants available to students pursuing off-campus study during interim and
spring 2010. For information, please see http://www.wofford.edu/interim/content.aspx?id=14594.
Please note that this application does not substitute for the Travel/Study Project Application for
Interim. Financial need and academic merit are the principle considerations in awarding these
grants. The deadline for these applications is Friday, Sept. 18, 2009. 




Details: Interest meetings for students interested in applying for travel/study projects during Interim
2010 will be on Tuesday, Sept. 15, at 11 a.m. The following week, students wishing to commit to one
travel/study project should turn in a non-refundable $1000 deposit and complete Interim 2010
Travel/Study Project Application to Dean Lancaster by no later than 2 p.m., on Friday, Sept. 25 (Note
that JAN 383 and 424 have separate program applications). No applications will be accepted prior to
that JAN 383 and 424 have separate program applications). No applications will be accepted prior to
the 21st. Checks only (no cash), made out to Wofford College with project destination and W number
noted on "Memo" line). Students may only submit one deposit. Travel/study sponsors will be notified
of any deposits turned in by 4:30 p.m. and can subsequently begin granting overrides according to
selection criteria. The second round of applications will begin Monday, Sept. 28 at 8:30 a.m. at which
time students may roll their checks over or submit new applications to the Office of International
Programs. Registration will take place from Tuesday, Sep. 29 at 7:30 a.m. until Friday, Oct. 2, at 11
p.m. For information about projects and a link to the travel/study application, please see
http://www.wofford.edu/interim/content.aspx?id=40556. 




Details: This is a reminder that parking is prohibited beginning midnight prior to a home football
game Saturday in the gravel parking lot on Evins Street across from the horseshoe behind Old Main.
For home football games, this parking area is assigned for Terrier Club donors and vehicles left in
the lot after midnight this Friday are subject to being towed. Thank you for your cooperation.
Wofford Campus Safety and Athletics
Work On Campus For Students
Details: As Director of Job Location and Development, I am responsible for helping both returning
Federal Work Study students and other students find on and off-campus part-time employment.
Several academic departments and campus offices have provided me with information on openings,
including attractive positions as assistants to athletic teams and the trainer, IT Help Desk personnel,
assistant(s) for cultural events, departmental office workers in Finance and Accounting, etc. Please
come by my office in Campus Life, Career Services #13, 1-5 p.m. (1:45-5 p.m. on Tuesdays) for job




For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/campusSafety/content.aspx?id=33330.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to: http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements.





Date: September 9, 2009 at 9:05 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
 
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Wednesday, September 09,
2009
Today's Events
Blessing of the Books
Wofford Theatre Auditions: Metamorphoses
Campus Outreach Cookout
Catholic Mass
"Fitness @ 5:30" Class: AB-LAB Tonight




Disc Golf Tourney Tomorrow! Free Discs!
FREE Campus Union Shuttle Service to College Fest
Free Matt Wertz Concert: College Fest





Work On Campus For Students
STOP BEFORE YOU DROP ........HOURS!
Hebrew Club
Campus Union Freshman and Sophomore Delegate Petitions Available
 
Today's Events
Blessing of the Books
Date/Time: 9/9/2009 12:30:00 PM
Location: Portico, Main Building
Location: Portico, Main Building
Cost: Free
Details: Join Chaplain Robinson for the Annual Blessing of the Books. Drop by the Portico of Main
Building between 12:20 and 1 p.m. today, bring one or more of your books, and receive a blessing




Wofford Theatre Auditions: Metamorphoses
Date/Time: 9/9/2009 5:00:00 PM
Location: Tony White Theater (Campus Life Bldg.)
Cost: Free
Details: Wofford Theatre is pleased to announce auditions for the Fall show: Metamorphoses by
Mary Zimmerman, directed by Dr. M. Ferguson. Wednesday, Sept. 9: 5 - 7:30 p.m. Some interesting
facts: 1. It’s a beautiful contemporary play based on the transformation myths of Ovid 2. Three (3)
hours of course credit available to cast members and production team 3. It’s our 40th Anniversary
Season 4. We also need a Stage Manager 5. If you can’t make it but are interested, email Dr.





Date/Time: 9/9/2009 5:00:00 PM
Location: Seal of Old Main
Cost: Free
Details: Come out Tonight for a cookout in front of Old Main. Meet those already involved with
Campus Outreach, hear what we have going on this year, and get free food. We’ll be cooking from 5





Date/Time: 9/9/2009 5:15:00 PM
Location: Mickel Chapel
Cost: Free
Details: Father Michael McCafferty from St. Paul the Apostle Church will celebrate a mass to begin
the New Year in Mickel Chapel today at 5:15 p.m. All are welcome to come and see the new “Ritual
Song” books donated to Wofford by Diane and Denny Linton and other parents, faculty and staff.
Refreshments and a brief discussion of Newman Club/Catholic Campus Ministry programming for




"Fitness @ 5:30" Class: AB-LAB Tonight!
Date/Time: 9/9/2009 5:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free






IFC Rushee Information Meeting
Date/Time: 9/9/2009 7:00:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium
Cost: Free





Date/Time: 9/9/2009 9:00:00 PM
Location: AAAS
Cost: Free
Details: Join us for the first meeting of the year- Tonight in AAAS - at 9 p.m. This will be a great
chance to meet those already involved and to see how you can take a step into Campus Outreach





Date/Time: 9/9/2009 9:00:00 PM
Location: Behind Old Main
Cost: Free
Details: Come out behind Old Main tonight for a FOAM DANCE PARTY! There will be a big foam pit
to dance in! An awesome DJ will be there to play great music. Black Lights and Foam - The perfect





Disc Golf Tourney Tomorrow! Free Discs!
Date/Time: 9/10/2009 4:00:00 PM
Location: Disc Golf Course
Cost: Free
Details: Join us tomorrow, Thursday, Sept.10 at 4 p.m., for our first disc golf tournament of the year!
Free discs will be given away, compliments of Campus Union. Prizes will be awarded to the winners.
No need to sign up, just show up at 4 p.m. to have some fun and to get your free disc! The




FREE Campus Union Shuttle Service to College Fest
Date/Time: 9/10/2009 7:00:00 PM
Location: Front Steps of Main Building
Cost: Free
Details: Wofford students are invited to attend College Fest in downtown Spartanburg from 7 to 11
p.m. The Campus Union has provided a trolley service to run from the event to the front steps of
Main Building. All students interested in attending College Fest are welcome to hitch a free ride. Any




Free Matt Wertz Concert: College Fest
Date/Time: 9/10/2009 7:00:00 PM
Location: Denny's Plaza Downtown Spartanburg
Cost: Free
Details: College Town and the City of Spartanburg are presenting a free concert featuring hip-hop
act B.o.B., After August, and Matt Wertz from 7 – 11 p.m. Campus Union is providing a Trolley to and




Venture - A New Entrepreneurial Group at Wofford
Date/Time: 9/16/2009 6:00:00 PM
Location: Career Services
Cost: Free
Details: Career Services will host an information session for Venture on Wednesday, Sept. 16 at 6
p.m. in the Career Services suite. Venture is an entrepreneurial group that will support students in
the concept development and launch of a business idea. Those selected to participate will work
towards creating a real, viable business during the year. Applications for joining Venture will be






Details: Announcements that appear in the Daily Announcements are also being posted to the 'Daily
Announcement' channel in the Portal. Faculty, staff and students may now view announcements in
the Portal as well as in the Daily Announcements that are currently being sent via email each day.
Events, any function that has a day, time and location, should be submitted to the campus calendar.







Details: Student Payroll Checks will be available on Thursday, Sept. 10 by 12 p.m. They can be
picked up in your CPO box on Campus. If you did not receive a payroll check and feel as though you






Details: This is a reminder that parking is prohibited beginning midnight prior to a home football
game Saturday in the gravel parking lot on Evins Street across from the horseshoe behind Old Main.
For home football games, this parking area is assigned for Terrier Club donors and vehicles left in
the lot after midnight this Friday are subject to being towed. Thank you for your cooperation. 
Wofford Campus Safety and Athletics
Work On Campus For Students
Details: As Director of Job Location and Development, I am responsible for helping both returning
Federal Work Study students and other students find on and off-campus part-time employment.
Several academic departments and campus offices have provided me with information on openings,
including attractive positions as assistants to athletic teams and the trainer, IT Help Desk personnel,
assistant(s) for cultural events, departmental office workers in Finance and Accounting, etc. Please
come by my office in Campus Life, Career Services #13, 1-5 p.m. (1:45-5 p.m. on Tuesdays) for job




STOP BEFORE YOU DROP ........HOURS!!!
Details: Students, please take note: You must be enrolled in a minimum of 12 hours for fall semester
to receive the SC Tuition Grant, the SC LIFE, Hope or Palmetto Fellows scholarships. We will freeze
hours at the end of the Drop-Add period for state reporting purposes. The actual disbursement of
these funds to student accounts will be next week. If students are not enrolled in the required 12
credit hours at the time of disbursement, the state funding will be cancelled. Please contact the
Financial Aid Office if you have questions or concerns. Thank you!




Details: Shalom! Want to learn Hebrew and not have homework? This not-for-credit club will be a
fun, informal introduction to the language. Open to everyone! If you are interested, contact Dr. Nuriel
at nurielpg@wofford.edu. Meeting times to be announced. 
Contact: Dr. Patricia Nuriel
Email: nurielpg@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4905
Campus Union Freshman and Sophomore Delegate Petitions Available
Details: Freshmen and Sophomores looking to make a difference on campus by getting involved
with the student governing body of the college should visit the Campus Union website at
http://www.wofford.edu/CampusUnion/ and download the link entitled Election Petition 2009 in the
bottom right hand corner of the main screen. This Excel petition should be completed and e-mailed
to the Campus Union President Matt Abee at abeema@email.wofford.edu by 5 p.m., on Thursday,
to the Campus Union President Matt Abee at abeema@email.wofford.edu by 5 p.m., on Thursday,





Found: A pair of Costas in Roger Milliken Science Center on Monday. They were sitting on the floor




For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/campusSafety/content.aspx?id=33330.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to: http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements.





Subject: SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT FROM PRESIDENT DUNLAP: Today's Opening Convocation
Date: September 10, 2009 at 9:00 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
 
TO:  All Students and Faculty
FROM:  President Dunlap
 
Please remember that everyone is expected to attend our 2009 Opening Convocation this
morning at 11:00 in Leonard Auditorium.  Our featured speaker is the renowned advocate
for green initiatives Christine Ervin, appearing at Wofford as the first in an environmental













Date: September 10, 2009 at 9:03 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
 






Disc Golf Tourney Today! Free Discs
“Fitness @ 5:30" PI/YO Class Tonight
WoCoOASHF
FREE Campus Union Shuttle Service to College Fest
Free Matt Wertz Concert: College Fest
Upcoming Events
Senior Class Kick off Cook Out
Announcements
Wofford on Call is Hiring
Football Gameday Parking
STOP BEFORE YOU DROP.....HOURS!
Campus Union Freshman and Sophomore Delegate Petitions Available
Boren Awards
Art Courses Still Open
 
Today's Events
Opening Convocation - Santee Cooper Series on Sustainability & Energy. Speaker:
Christine Ervin, "Inventing Our Sustainable Future."
Date/Time: 9/10/2009 11:00:00 AM
Location: Leonard Auditorium
Details: Christine Ervin will explore trends that are converging in unprecedented and
sometimes alarming ways. Thos same drivers, however, are also fueling waves of innovation in
the historically slow-to-innovate energy and building sectors – the very sectors that will play
starring roles in a new sustainable economy. As president and CEO of the U.S. Green Building
starring roles in a new sustainable economy. As president and CEO of the U.S. Green Building
Council, Ervin led its growth from 200 members and three staff in 1999 to become a highly
influential coalition of nearly 5,000 companies and organizations, 50 staff, and 70 local
chapters and affiliates. Over her five-year tenure, the Council launched the LEED green
building rating system – the nation’s de facto voluntary green building standard – and the
Greenbuild international conference and expo. She was appointed by President Clinton to
serve as assistant secretary of energy for the $1 billion portfolio of clean energy programs in
transportation, buildings and industry. Initiatives included the EPA-DOE ENERGY STAR








Date/Time: 9/10/2009 12:00:00 PM
Location: AAAS
Cost: Free
Details: Chemistry Majors Periodic table & ACS meeting is TODAY! Bring your trays down to AAAS





Date/Time: 9/10/2009 4:00:00 PM
Location: Martha Cloud Chapman Gallery
Cost: Free
Details: Meet photographer Michael Corbin over refreshments. A professional photographer and
former teacher in the Spartanburg area public schools, Michael Corbin’s photographs give his unique
perspective on Upstate South Carolina. He is perhaps best known for his photographic documentary




Disc Golf Tourney Today! Free Discs
Date/Time: 9/10/2009 4:00:00 PM
Location: Disc golf course
Cost: Free
Details: Join us at 4 p.m. today for our first Disc Golf tournament of the year! The tournament will
last approx. 45 minutes, and prizes will be awarded to the winners. FREE DISCS WILL BE GIVEN




"Fitness @ 5:30" PI/YO Class Tonight
Date/Time: 9/10/2009 5:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: Join us tonight at 5:30 p.m. for PI/YO class, a combination of Pilates and yoga. This is the
Thursday edition of our "Fitness @ 5:30" series. No need to sign up for any of these classes, just
Thursday edition of our "Fitness @ 5:30" series. No need to sign up for any of these classes, just





Date/Time: 9/10/2009 6:00:00 PM
Location: Acorn Cafe
Cost: Free
Details: Are you a skeptic? A freethinker? Or, dare I say it, Atheist? There's a new club on campus,
The Wofford College Order of Atheists, Secularists, Humanists, and Freethinkers (WoCoOASHF). All
meetings will occur every Thursday at 6 p.m. in Acorn Cafe. This week, we are meeting to discuss
the club's constitution, interest fair ideas and t-shirt designs. Please e-mail Alexandra Zeldenrust if




FREE Campus Union Shuttle Service to College Fest
Date/Time: 9/10/2009 7:00:00 PM
Location: Front Steps of Main Building
Cost: Free
Details: Wofford students are invited to attend College Fest in downtown Spartanburg from 7to 11
p.m. The Campus Union has provided a trolley service to run from the event to the front steps of
Main Building. All students interested in attending College Fest are welcome to hitch a free ride. Any




Free Matt Wertz Concert: College Fest
Date/Time: 9/10/2009 7:00:00 PM
Location: Denny's Plaza Downtown Spartanburg
Cost: Free
Details: College Town and the City of Spartanburg are presenting a free concert featuring hip-hop
act B.o.B., After August, and Matt Wertz from 7 – 11 p.m. Campus Union is providing a Trolley to and





Senior Class Kick off Cook Out
Date/Time: 9/13/2009 4:00:00 PM
Location: The Village
Cost: Free
Details: The Senior Class Officers and Village Resident Assistants would like to welcome the
seniors back to campus. The Class of 2010 is invited to come kick off their senior year with some
seniors back to campus. The Class of 2010 is invited to come kick off their senior year with some





Wofford on Call is Hiring!
Details: Ten Reasons to work for Wofford on Call: 10) Where else can you earn prizes just for
showing up?? 9) Be part of a team that raises over $700,000 for Wofford each year 8) Hilarious
stories from alumni to share with your friends 7) Free dinner while you work! 6) Be able to beat any
third grader at Hangman 5) It’s the only job that you can come to work in pajamas 4) You’ll have
heightened phonetic skills 3) The flexible schedule works around your social calendar 2) A chance to






Details: This is a reminder that parking is prohibited beginning midnight prior to a home football
game Saturday in the gravel parking lot on Evins Street across from the horseshoe behind Old Main.
For home football games, this parking area is assigned for Terrier Club donors and vehicles left in
the lot after midnight this Friday are subject to being towed. Thank you for your cooperation.
Wofford Campus Safety and Athletics
STOP BEFORE YOU DROP.....HOURS!
Details: Students, please take note: You must be enrolled in a minimum of 12 hours for fall semester
to receive the S.C. Tuition Grant, the S.C. LIFE, Hope or Palmetto Fellows scholarships. We will
freeze hours at the end of the Drop-Add period for state reporting purposes. The actual
disbursement of these funds to student accounts will be next week. If students are not enrolled in the
required 12 credit hours at the time of disbursement, the state funding will be cancelled. Please




Campus Union Freshman and Sophomore Delegate Petitions Available
Details: Freshmen and Sophomores looking to make a difference on campus by getting involved
with the student governing body of the college should visit the Campus Union website at
http://www.wofford.edu/CampusUnion/ and download the link entitled Election Petition 2009 in the
bottom right hand corner of the main screen. This Excel petition should be completed and e-mailed
to the Campus Union President Matt Abee at abeema@email.wofford.edu by 5 p.m., on Thursday,





Details: The Institute of International Education is pleased to announce the opening of the 2010-11
academic year competition for NSEP David L. Boren Scholarships and Fellowships. Boren Awards
provide unique funding opportunities for U.S. undergraduate and graduate students to become more
proficient in the cultures and languages of world regions critical to the future security of our nation,
such as in Africa, Asia, Central & Eastern Europe, Eurasia, Latin America, and the Middle East.
Boren Scholarships, for undergraduate students, provide up to $20,000 for an academic year's study
abroad. Deadline: February 10, 2010. Boren Fellowships, for graduate students, provide up to
$30,000 for language study and international research. Deadline: January 28, 2010. Applications
and detailed information on the Boren Scholarships and Fellowships are now available on
http://www.borenawards.org/. If you have any questions or comments please contact the IIE Boren
Scholarships and Fellowships staff at boren@iie.org or 1-800-618-NSEP. 
Contact: Office of International Programs
Email: internationalprograms@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4000
Art Courses Still Open
Details: There is space available in three art courses, which are open to all students and may be
taken in fulfillment of the general education fine arts requirement. These include two studio courses
—Painting (Tuesdays and Thursdays, 9-11 a.m.) and Figure Drawing (Tuesdays and Thursday, 2:30-
4:40 p.m.)—and a special topic course on The Art and Culture of Islam (Mondays and Wednesdays,
1 - 2:20 p.m.). The latter course may also count in fulfillment of the Cultures and Peoples





Found: A pair of Costas in Milliken on Monday. They were sitting on the floor in room 225. Let me




Found: Fossil watch found in Richardson building. Please call 597-4090 to identify or come by








For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT: Retirement reception Monday, Sept. 14, 4-5:30 p.m. for four retirees
Date: September 10, 2009 at 10:02 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu
To Faculty and Staff:
 
Retirement reception
All members of the Wofford community are invited to a special reception on Monday, September 14,
from 4:00 – 5:30 pm in the Papadopoulos Room honoring four distinguished members of our
community who have recently retired.  Please join in saluting Joyce Arthur (Library acquisitions);
Martha Brewington (Registrar’s records); Lucy Quinn (Registrar, Advising); and Doris Wade (Business
Office Manager) on their combined 193 years (!) of service to the college.
 
 
Laura H. Corbin, Director of News Services
Wofford College * 429 North  Church Street * Spartanburg, SC  29303
(864) 597-4180 office * (864) 597-4179 fax





Date: September 11, 2009 at 8:49 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
 
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Friday, September 11, 2009
 
Upcoming Events
Community of Scholars Symposium
JJ Grey and Mofro Tailgate
Senior Class Kick off Cook Out
Retirement Reception
Go Nuts for Donuts
Announcements
Home Athletic Events This Weekend
STOP BEFORE YOU DROP.....HOURS!
Hebrew Club
Campus Union Freshman and Sophomore Delegate Petitions Available
Find the Terrier and WIN!!
ATTENTION FRESHMEN! VOLLEYBALL LG. STARTS SUN.!




Community of Scholars Symposium
Date/Time: 9/12/2009 9:00:00 AM
Location: Olin Building
Cost: Free
Details: What do these have in common: Is Batman a moral exemplar? Can bacteria potentially
combat global warming? Do Mexican women adopt underhanded tactics to gain power? Should
robots have rights? Why do people set fires in the monsoonal tropics? What are the perceptions of
African identity in Brazil and the Dominican Republic? These are among the research topics
addressed by members of the Community of Scholars on Saturday morning in the Olin Building
beginning at 9 am. Detailed schedules are posted in campus buildings and on the Community of
Scholars website at http://www.wofford.edu/communityscholars/. Come for one or two presentations
or stay for the entire event. Join us for the poster session and coffee from 10:30-11:00 in the Olin
lobby. Come learn about the program, support scholars from 16 academic disciplines, and perhaps




JJ Grey and Mofro Tailgate
Date/Time: 9/12/2009 12:00:00 PM
Location: 3rd Phase, Senior Village
Cost: Free
Details: JJ Grey and Mofro help us kick off the football season with a concert. Please come out and
join the entire Wofford Community for our first big event this semester sponsored by Fun Funds,
WAC, and WAR. Farm Vegas will be opening for Mofro. Check out mofro.net if you are unfamiliar




Senior Class Kick off Cook Out
Date/Time: 9/13/2009 4:00:00 PM
Location: Village
Cost: Free
Details: The Senior Class Officers and Village Resident Assistants would like to welcome the
seniors back to campus. The Class of 2010 is invited to come kick off their senior year with some





Date/Time: 9/14/2009 4:00:00 PM
Location: Papadopoulos Room
Cost: Free
Details: Members of the Wofford community are invited to a reception honoring the longtime service
of four staff members upon their retirement. Please drop by between 4:00 - 5:30 pm to honor Joyce




Go Nuts for Donuts
Date/Time: 9/14/2009 9:00:00 PM
Location: Greene Lobby
Cost: Free
Details: Greene and Carlisle Opening Social! Drop by for donuts and coffee! There will even be a





Home Athletic Events This Weekend
Tonight: The Wofford women’s soccer team hosts High Point at Snyder Field at 7 p.m. Soccer
posters are now in and are available at the Wild Wing Café Fan Services Center at Snyder Field.
Saturday: The football home opener is tomorrow night a the Terriers battle Charleston Southern at 7
Saturday: The football home opener is tomorrow night a the Terriers battle Charleston Southern at 7
p.m. at Gibbs Stadium. For more, click this link for our “Football Gameday” webpage:
http://www.woffordterriers.com/sports/2009/9/7MKTP_0907091552.aspx?id=155. 
Sunday: A doubleheader of action at Snyder Field. First the women’s soccer team takes on
Winthrop at 1:30 p.m., followed by the men against Mercer at 4 p.m. At halftime of both matches
come out an play “Launch-A-Ball” for a chance to win prizes such as: $25 gift certificate to the 299
Sports Bar at the Marriott, Bojangles gift card, free large pizza from Papa John’s, a Wofford T-shirt or
a $50 Walmart gift card. Plus, free Thunderstix will be available at the Wild Wing Café Fan Services
Center.




STOP BEFORE YOU DROP.....HOURS!
Details: Students, please take note: You must be enrolled in a minimum of 12 hours for fall semester
to receive the S.C. Tuition Grant, the S.C. LIFE, Hope or Palmetto Fellows scholarships. We will
freeze hours at the end of the Drop-Add period for state reporting purposes. The actual
disbursement of these funds to student accounts will be next week. If students are not enrolled in the
required 12 credit hours at the time of disbursement, the state funding will be cancelled. Please





Details: Shalom! Want to learn Hebrew and not have homework? This not-for-credit club will be a
fun, informal introduction to the language. Open to everyone! If you are interested, contact Dr. Nuriel
at nurielpg@wofford.edu. Meeting times to be announced. 
Contact: Dr. Patricia Nuriel
Email: nurielpg@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4905
Campus Union Freshman and Sophomore Delegate Petitions Available
Details: Freshmen and Sophomores looking to make a difference on campus by getting involved
with the student governing body of the college should visit the Campus Union website at
http://www.wofford.edu/CampusUnion/ and download the link entitled Election Petition 2009 in the
bottom right hand corner of the main screen. This Excel petition should be completed and e-mailed
to the Campus Union President Matt Abee at abeema@email.wofford.edu by 5 p.m. on Thursday,




Find the Terrier and WIN!!
Details: Wofford students: Terrier Tuesdays begin on 9/15! Each Tuesday this semester, a Terrier
will be hidden somewhere on campus. A clue to his location will be posted on the TAGS Facebook
page every Tuesday morning. The first student to find the Terrier and bring him safely back to the
Development Office (in the Papadopoulos Building) will win a toasty-warm and much-coveted Terrier
sweatshirt blanket! One blanket will be awarded each week, so there are many chances to win! You
must be a fan of the TAGS (Teaching Annual Giving to Students) Facebook fan page to get the clues
(and to claim the prize)! Go to www.wofford.edu/tags.aspx for complete details and a link to the





Attention Freshmen! Volleyball League Starts Sunday
Details: Attention all freshmen! Every Humanities Class has been entered into our Freshmen
Sunday Co-Ed Volleyball league! The league begins this Sunday, Sept.13, and runs for the next 4
Sundays. You have received via email [from myself and Dean Bigger] the league schedule with the
times of all games. Save the schedule and show up at the appropriate times the next 4 Sundays and




Wofford Will Host High School Football Tonight
Details: Wofford will host Spartanburg High School football TONIGHT. Evins Street will be
congested from 6 until 7:20 p.m. and from 9 until 9:45 p.m. Consider parking in lots not along Evins
Street if you plan on leaving or entering campus during those times. Please also remember to lock





Details: Parking is tight at the Village but we are working on that. Starting Monday morning, a crew
will start work on expanding the current gravel lot. Campus Safety asks that students not park along
the dirt edge of the lot that runs behind 340. Please also be considerate and not block or restrict
traffic flow in the lot. Do not park in front of fire lanes or gates and do not park on the mulch or
landscaping. Blocking fire lanes and access gates is a serious safety issue. Please do not park on
the timbers that mark the limits of the rows. If the lots are full please park in the gravel lot on Evins






Found: A pair of Costas in Milliken on Monday. They were sitting on the floor in room 225. Let me




For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/campusSafety/content.aspx?id=33330.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to: http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT: Fun Funds Tailgate Saturday
Date: September 11, 2009 at 12:32 PM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu
To:       Wofford Community
From:   Chris Dalton, Chair Fun Funds Committee
 
You are invited to join the students on Fun Funds, WAC, WAR, and the Campus Union at
the year's first tailgate party located in The Village from 12:00 noon to 6:00 p.m. tomorrow
before the Wofford-Charleston Southern football game.  JJ Grey and Mofro will headline
the event and Farm Vegas will open for them.  To check out more info on the bands visit
www.mofro.net and www.myspace.com/farmvegas.
 
Many organizations listed below have already organized tailgates with food and drinks.  Join
an existing tailgate or out do them all by starting another. Create a banner with a beat
Charleston Southern theme and bring it with your chair or blanket, or even a couch, picnic
food, your water bottle or a cooler and join the entire campus community in the Village. 
Wild Wings will be giving out free wings at 3:30pm to the first 300 students in line but do
not rely on this for a meal.  Water and soft drinks will be provided for all students
throughout the afternoon. 
 
Show Pros staff will be present at the entrance for students, faculty or staff who are 21 years
old or older who want to get a wrist band so they can consume beverages on the lawn.  All
alcoholic beverages must be in a non-breakable container.  No beer cans or glass beer or
liquor bottles should be openly displayed. 
 
We want YOU so this afternoon tailgate band party will be a huge success event.  Be there!
 
Organizational Tailgates:












1.ARAMARK asked us to remind you that you can use your Terrier Bucks at the concession
stand in Gibbs Stadium to purchase food to eat while you watch the Terriers beat Charleston
Southern. 
2. The restrooms in the Village laundry room will be open for your convenience.





Date: September 14, 2009 at 8:50 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Monday, September 14, 2009
Today's Events
Interested in Quiz Bowl?
"Fitness @ 5:30" Class: AB-LAB Tonight






Communion and a Simple Meal
Band Party featuring Recycled Percussion
National Women's Friendship Month Trunk Show! With Complimentary Converse Deli!
Home Works One Day Blitz Mission Project
Announcements
Wofford Travel Grant Deadline for Interim and Spring 2010
Travel/Study Interim Update
Campus Union Freshman and Sophomore Delegate Petitions Available




Interested in Quiz Bowl?
Date/Time: 9/14/2009 5:30:00 PM
Location: Olin 205
Cost: Free
Details: The Wofford College Quiz Bowl team will be holding its first practice of the year this evening
at 5:30 p.m., in Olin 205. If you're interested in representing Wofford in intercollegiate trivia
competitions, the Quiz Bowl team is for you! We welcome all skill and experience levels. If you're




"Fitness @ 5:30" Class: AB-LAB Tonight
"Fitness @ 5:30" Class: AB-LAB Tonight
Date/Time: 9/14/2009 5:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free




Go Nuts for Donuts
Date/Time: 9/14/2009 9:00:00 PM
Location: Greene Lobby
Cost: Free
Details: Greene and Carlisle Opening Social! Drop by for donuts and coffee! There will even be a






Date/Time: 9/15/2009 11:15:00 AM
Location: Commons
Cost: Meal Plan
Details: Join us - Presbyterian STUDENT Association [PSA] in The Commons at 11:15 a.m.





Date/Time: 9/15/2009 6:00:00 PM
Location: PSA House
Cost: Free
Details: Presbyterian STUDENT Association [PSA] meets @ the PSA House - right across the street
from the main entrance to Wofford on Tuesdays from 6-7:30 p.m. for dinner, worship, and a program.





Date/Time: 9/15/2009 7:00:00 PM
Location: Olin 213
Cost: Free
Details: The James Fund is an organization that provides students of Wofford College with real-life
investment experience by managing a stock portfolio. Members of the community and Wofford







Date/Time: 9/15/2009 7:30:00 PM
Location: McMillan Theater
Cost: Free 
Details: Please join us for the first film of the 2009 Cinema Circle on Tuesday, Sept. 15, at 7:30 p.m.
in McMillan Theater. The film, Red Gold, is a stunning mosaic of photography, land and seascapes,
and real people’s stories. At the headwaters of the two largest remaining sockeye salmon runs on
the planet, a proposed mine may require the largest dam ever constructed to contain the toxic runoff.
Native, commercial, and sport fishermen oppose the proposed Pebble Mine, while mine officials
argue the case for development of the mine, which has an estimated value of over $300 billion. At
stake is a unique way of life that would not exist if the salmon didn't return with Bristol Bay's tide.
Red Gold is a different kind of environmental documentary—it gives all sides of an issue a chance to





Communion and a Simple Meal
Date/Time: 9/16/2009 12:25:00 PM
Location: Mickel Chapel
Cost: Free
Details: Please join us on Wednesday, Sept. 16, at 12:25 p.m., in Mickel Chapel for Communion led




Band Party Featuring Recycled Percussion!
Date/Time: 9/17/2009 9:00:00 PM
Location: In front of Old Main
Cost: Free
Details: Come out this Thursday night to see the band Recycled Percussion perform! Recycled
Percussion is a unique band that uses only recycled instruments. They've played on the Carson Daly
show as well as at NBA games. Their drummer is the fastest drummer in the world! Kick off your




National Women's Friendship Month Trunk Show! With Complimentary Converse Deli!
Date/Time: 9/18/2009 11:00:00 AM
Location: Anna Todd Wofford Center
Cost: Support Girl Scouts of America
Details: Come celebrate National Women's Friendship Month at a Trunk Show hosted by Kappa
Delta! A portion of the proceeds will be donated to Girl Scouts of America! A variety of vendors will
be attending with plenty of great finds, from Jane Gresham Designs, Stanley Welch Clothiers,





Home Works One Day Blitz Mission Project
Date/Time: 9/26/2009 8:00:00 AM
Location: Glenn Springs Academy 
Cost: $20
Details: Home Works, a South Carolina based mission organization that provides service to others
through repairs to homeowners in needs, is hosting a One Day Project here in Spartanburg! Our first
Spartanburg Project will be held at the Glenn Springs Academy, a boy’s home in desperate need of a
new roof! Individuals of all faith and skill level backgrounds are invited to join us and share in this
community service project. A Bar-B-Q lunch will be provided! There is a $20 fee that helps offset the
cost of tools and insurance. Please contact either myself or Joseph Smith at 864-585-2858 or
jks@stchrisonline.org to register! For more information visit homeworksofamerica.org or
stchrisonline.org




Wofford Travel Grant Deadline for Interim and Spring 2010
Details: There are several grants available to students pursuing off-campus study during interim and
spring 2010. For information, please see http://www.wofford.edu/interim/content.aspx?id=14594.
Please note that this application does not substitute for the Travel/Study Project Application for
Interim. Financial need and academic merit are the principle considerations in awarding these
grants. The deadline for these applications is Friday, Sept. 18. 




Details: Interest meetings for students interested in applying for travel/study projects during Interim
2010 will be on Tuesday, Sept. 15 at 11 a.m. The following week, students wishing to commit to one
travel/study project should turn in a non-refundable $1000 deposit and complete Interim 2010
Travel/Study Project Application to Dean Lancaster by no later than 2 p.m., on Friday, Sept. 25.
(Note that JAN 383 and 424 have separate program applications). No applications will be accepted
prior to the Sept. 21. Checks only (no cash), made out to Wofford College with project destination
and W number noted on "Memo" line). Students may only submit one deposit. Travel/study sponsors
will be notified of any deposits turned in by 4:30 p.m., and can subsequently begin granting overrides
according to selection criteria. The second round of applications will begin Monday, Sept. 28, at 8:30
a.m., at which time students may roll their checks over or submit new applications to the Office of
International Programs. Registration will take place from Tuesday, Sept. 29, at 7:30 a.m. until Friday,
Oct. 2, at 11 p.m. For information about projects and a link to the travel/study application, please see
http://www.wofford.edu/interim/content.aspx?id=40556. 
Contact: Office of International Programs
Email: internationalprograms@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4000
Campus Union Freshman and Sophomore Delegate Petitions Available
Campus Union Freshman and Sophomore Delegate Petitions Available
Details: Freshmen and Sophomores looking to make a difference on campus by getting involved
with the student governing body of the college should visit the Campus Union website at
http://www.wofford.edu/CampusUnion/ and download the link entitled Election Petition 2009 in the
bottom right hand corner of the main screen. This Excel petition should be completed and e-mailed
to the Campus Union President Matt Abee at abeema@email.wofford.edu by 5 p.m. on Thursday,




Find the Terrier and WIN!
Details: Wofford students: Terrier Tuesdays begins tomorrow! Each Tuesday this semester, a Terrier
will be hidden somewhere on campus. A clue to his location will be posted on the TAGS Facebook
page every Tuesday morning. The first student to find the Terrier and bring him safely back to the
Development Office (in the Papadopoulos Building) will win a toasty-warm and much-coveted Terrier
sweatshirt blanket! One blanket will be awarded each week, so there are many chances to win! You
must be a fan of the TAGS (Teaching Annual Giving to Students) Facebook fan page to get the clues
(and to claim the prize)! Go to www.wofford.edu/tags.aspx for complete details and a link to the





Details: The Scoville Peace Fellowship is a competitive national program that provides college
graduates the opportunity to work in DC with a public-interest organization focusing on international
security issues. The fellowship is offered once in the spring and once in the fall and may last from six
to nine months. It offers a stipend, health insurance and travel costs to Washington. For more





Details: Sept. 15 – Oct. 15 is recognized as Hispanic Heritage Month. The Multicultural Affairs office
and the Hispanic Heritage Month Committee planned many different events for your enjoyment
during this month of Hispanic pride! Please look for our posters, announcements, and follow the
sights, sounds, food and laughter as events will be celebrated all month long! For more information
about events and times, please contact Millicent Lann @ lannmb@wofford.edu. We hope you will




For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/campusSafety/content.aspx?id=33330.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to: http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements.




Subject: ANNOUNCEMENT: 'What is all the fuss about Stem Cell Research?' programs tonight and Thursday
Date: September 14, 2009 at 10:02 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
To the campus Community:
 
Please join us for these programs
 
What is all the fuss about Stem Cell Research?
 
“Introduction of Stem Cell Research”
Tonight, Monday, Sept. 14, 2009, 7:30 p.m.
McMillan Theater, Campus Life Building
Dr. Bob Moss (biology), Dr. John Moeller (biology) and Dr. Charles Kay (philosophy) will
each give short introductions to aspects of stem cell research, followed by discussion.
 
“Political & Religious Perspectives on Stem Cell Research”
Thursday, Sept. 17, 2009, 7:30 p.m.
McMillan Theater, Campus Life Building
Dr. Charles Kay (philosophy), Dr. William DeMars (government), Dr. Byron McCane
(religion) & Dr.
Ron Robinson (Chaplain) will each give short introductions to the political & religious
issues, followed by discussion.
 
 
Laura H. Corbin, Director of News Services
Wofford College * 429 North  Church Street * Spartanburg, SC  29303
(864) 597-4180 office * (864) 597-4179 fax




Subject: SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT: Retirement reception Monday, Sept. 14, 4-5:30 p.m. for four retirees
Date: September 14, 2009 at 9:09 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu
To Faculty and Staff:
 
Retirement reception
All members of the Wofford community are invited to a special reception on Monday, September 14,
from 4:00 – 5:30 pm in the Papadopoulos Room honoring four distinguished members of our
community who have recently retired.  Please join in saluting Joyce Arthur (Library acquisitions);
Martha Brewington (Registrar’s records); Lucy Quinn (Registrar, Advising); and Doris Wade (Business
Office Manager) on their combined 193 years (!) of service to the college.
 
 
Laura H. Corbin, Director of News Services
Wofford College * 429 North  Church Street * Spartanburg, SC  29303
(864) 597-4180 office * (864) 597-4179 fax





Date: September 14, 2009 at 8:50 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Monday, September 14, 2009
Today's Events
Interested in Quiz Bowl?
"Fitness @ 5:30" Class: AB-LAB Tonight






Communion and a Simple Meal
Band Party featuring Recycled Percussion
National Women's Friendship Month Trunk Show! With Complimentary Converse Deli!
Home Works One Day Blitz Mission Project
Announcements
Wofford Travel Grant Deadline for Interim and Spring 2010
Travel/Study Interim Update
Campus Union Freshman and Sophomore Delegate Petitions Available




Interested in Quiz Bowl?
Date/Time: 9/14/2009 5:30:00 PM
Location: Olin 205
Cost: Free
Details: The Wofford College Quiz Bowl team will be holding its first practice of the year this evening
at 5:30 p.m., in Olin 205. If you're interested in representing Wofford in intercollegiate trivia
competitions, the Quiz Bowl team is for you! We welcome all skill and experience levels. If you're




"Fitness @ 5:30" Class: AB-LAB Tonight
"Fitness @ 5:30" Class: AB-LAB Tonight
Date/Time: 9/14/2009 5:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free




Go Nuts for Donuts
Date/Time: 9/14/2009 9:00:00 PM
Location: Greene Lobby
Cost: Free
Details: Greene and Carlisle Opening Social! Drop by for donuts and coffee! There will even be a






Date/Time: 9/15/2009 11:15:00 AM
Location: Commons
Cost: Meal Plan
Details: Join us - Presbyterian STUDENT Association [PSA] in The Commons at 11:15 a.m.





Date/Time: 9/15/2009 6:00:00 PM
Location: PSA House
Cost: Free
Details: Presbyterian STUDENT Association [PSA] meets @ the PSA House - right across the street
from the main entrance to Wofford on Tuesdays from 6-7:30 p.m. for dinner, worship, and a program.





Date/Time: 9/15/2009 7:00:00 PM
Location: Olin 213
Cost: Free
Details: The James Fund is an organization that provides students of Wofford College with real-life
investment experience by managing a stock portfolio. Members of the community and Wofford







Date/Time: 9/15/2009 7:30:00 PM
Location: McMillan Theater
Cost: Free 
Details: Please join us for the first film of the 2009 Cinema Circle on Tuesday, Sept. 15, at 7:30 p.m.
in McMillan Theater. The film, Red Gold, is a stunning mosaic of photography, land and seascapes,
and real people’s stories. At the headwaters of the two largest remaining sockeye salmon runs on
the planet, a proposed mine may require the largest dam ever constructed to contain the toxic runoff.
Native, commercial, and sport fishermen oppose the proposed Pebble Mine, while mine officials
argue the case for development of the mine, which has an estimated value of over $300 billion. At
stake is a unique way of life that would not exist if the salmon didn't return with Bristol Bay's tide.
Red Gold is a different kind of environmental documentary—it gives all sides of an issue a chance to





Communion and a Simple Meal
Date/Time: 9/16/2009 12:25:00 PM
Location: Mickel Chapel
Cost: Free
Details: Please join us on Wednesday, Sept. 16, at 12:25 p.m., in Mickel Chapel for Communion led




Band Party Featuring Recycled Percussion!
Date/Time: 9/17/2009 9:00:00 PM
Location: In front of Old Main
Cost: Free
Details: Come out this Thursday night to see the band Recycled Percussion perform! Recycled
Percussion is a unique band that uses only recycled instruments. They've played on the Carson Daly
show as well as at NBA games. Their drummer is the fastest drummer in the world! Kick off your




National Women's Friendship Month Trunk Show! With Complimentary Converse Deli!
Date/Time: 9/18/2009 11:00:00 AM
Location: Anna Todd Wofford Center
Cost: Support Girl Scouts of America
Details: Come celebrate National Women's Friendship Month at a Trunk Show hosted by Kappa
Delta! A portion of the proceeds will be donated to Girl Scouts of America! A variety of vendors will
be attending with plenty of great finds, from Jane Gresham Designs, Stanley Welch Clothiers,





Home Works One Day Blitz Mission Project
Date/Time: 9/26/2009 8:00:00 AM
Location: Glenn Springs Academy 
Cost: $20
Details: Home Works, a South Carolina based mission organization that provides service to others
through repairs to homeowners in needs, is hosting a One Day Project here in Spartanburg! Our first
Spartanburg Project will be held at the Glenn Springs Academy, a boy’s home in desperate need of a
new roof! Individuals of all faith and skill level backgrounds are invited to join us and share in this
community service project. A Bar-B-Q lunch will be provided! There is a $20 fee that helps offset the
cost of tools and insurance. Please contact either myself or Joseph Smith at 864-585-2858 or
jks@stchrisonline.org to register! For more information visit homeworksofamerica.org or
stchrisonline.org




Wofford Travel Grant Deadline for Interim and Spring 2010
Details: There are several grants available to students pursuing off-campus study during interim and
spring 2010. For information, please see http://www.wofford.edu/interim/content.aspx?id=14594.
Please note that this application does not substitute for the Travel/Study Project Application for
Interim. Financial need and academic merit are the principle considerations in awarding these
grants. The deadline for these applications is Friday, Sept. 18. 




Details: Interest meetings for students interested in applying for travel/study projects during Interim
2010 will be on Tuesday, Sept. 15 at 11 a.m. The following week, students wishing to commit to one
travel/study project should turn in a non-refundable $1000 deposit and complete Interim 2010
Travel/Study Project Application to Dean Lancaster by no later than 2 p.m., on Friday, Sept. 25.
(Note that JAN 383 and 424 have separate program applications). No applications will be accepted
prior to the Sept. 21. Checks only (no cash), made out to Wofford College with project destination
and W number noted on "Memo" line). Students may only submit one deposit. Travel/study sponsors
will be notified of any deposits turned in by 4:30 p.m., and can subsequently begin granting overrides
according to selection criteria. The second round of applications will begin Monday, Sept. 28, at 8:30
a.m., at which time students may roll their checks over or submit new applications to the Office of
International Programs. Registration will take place from Tuesday, Sept. 29, at 7:30 a.m. until Friday,
Oct. 2, at 11 p.m. For information about projects and a link to the travel/study application, please see
http://www.wofford.edu/interim/content.aspx?id=40556. 
Contact: Office of International Programs
Email: internationalprograms@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4000
Campus Union Freshman and Sophomore Delegate Petitions Available
Campus Union Freshman and Sophomore Delegate Petitions Available
Details: Freshmen and Sophomores looking to make a difference on campus by getting involved
with the student governing body of the college should visit the Campus Union website at
http://www.wofford.edu/CampusUnion/ and download the link entitled Election Petition 2009 in the
bottom right hand corner of the main screen. This Excel petition should be completed and e-mailed
to the Campus Union President Matt Abee at abeema@email.wofford.edu by 5 p.m. on Thursday,




Find the Terrier and WIN!
Details: Wofford students: Terrier Tuesdays begins tomorrow! Each Tuesday this semester, a Terrier
will be hidden somewhere on campus. A clue to his location will be posted on the TAGS Facebook
page every Tuesday morning. The first student to find the Terrier and bring him safely back to the
Development Office (in the Papadopoulos Building) will win a toasty-warm and much-coveted Terrier
sweatshirt blanket! One blanket will be awarded each week, so there are many chances to win! You
must be a fan of the TAGS (Teaching Annual Giving to Students) Facebook fan page to get the clues
(and to claim the prize)! Go to www.wofford.edu/tags.aspx for complete details and a link to the





Details: The Scoville Peace Fellowship is a competitive national program that provides college
graduates the opportunity to work in DC with a public-interest organization focusing on international
security issues. The fellowship is offered once in the spring and once in the fall and may last from six
to nine months. It offers a stipend, health insurance and travel costs to Washington. For more





Details: Sept. 15 – Oct. 15 is recognized as Hispanic Heritage Month. The Multicultural Affairs office
and the Hispanic Heritage Month Committee planned many different events for your enjoyment
during this month of Hispanic pride! Please look for our posters, announcements, and follow the
sights, sounds, food and laughter as events will be celebrated all month long! For more information
about events and times, please contact Millicent Lann @ lannmb@wofford.edu. We hope you will




For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/campusSafety/content.aspx?id=33330.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to: http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements.





Date: September 15, 2009 at 9:43 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
 








MUSC Dental School informational meeting
"Fitness @ 5:30" Series: Cardio-Kickbox Tonight
James Fund Meeting
LET'S GO. Volleyball at Home Tonight!
Cinema Circle
United
Beta Beta Beta Meeting
Upcoming Events
La Table Francaise Vous Attend
Communion and A Simple Meal
Catholic Student Association Meeting
Venture – A New Entrepreneurial Group at Wofford
First College Republicans Meeting
WAC Flashback Trivia Night
Career Luncheon for Those Interested in Law
Band Party featuring Recycled Percussion!
National Women's Friendship Month Trunk Show! With complimentary Converse Deli!
Sorority Recruitment Orientation
Announcements
Daily Announcements – Event and Announcement Submission
Faculty/Staff Photos
Campus Union Freshman and Sophomore Delegate Petitions Available
Exhibition: Brasilia Portfolio. Photographs by Dr. G. R. Davis
News From Career Services
Hebrew Club
Last Week to Sign up for Panhellenic Recruitment
First Issue of the Old Gold and Black
Greene & Carlisle Donut Eating Contest Winners




Date/Time: 9/15/2009 11:00:00 AM
Location: Main Building, Various Locations
Details: Interest meetings for student interested in applying for travel/study projects during Interim
2010 will be today in Main Building. For a list of meeting locations, please see
http://www.wofford.edu/interim/content.aspx?id=33476. The following week, students wishing to
commit to one travel/study project should turn in a non-refundable $1000 deposit and complete
Interim 2010 Travel/Study Project Application to Dean Lancaster by no later than 2 p.m., on Friday,
Sept. 25. (Note that JAN 383 and 424 have separate program applications). No applications will be
accepted prior to Sept. 21. Checks only (no cash), made out to Wofford College with project
destination and W number noted on “Memo” line). Students may only submit one deposit.
Travel/study sponsors will be notified of any deposits turned in by 4:30 p.m., and can subsequently
begin granting overrides according to selection criteria. The second round of applications will begin
Monday, Sept. 28, at 8:30 a.m., at which time students may roll their checks over or submit new
applications to the Office of International Programs. Registration will take place from Tuesday, Sept.
29, at 7:30 a.m., until Friday, Oct. 2, at 11 p.m. For information about projects and a link to the
travel/study application, please see http://www.wofford.edu/interim/content.aspx?id=40556.




Date/Time: 9/15/2009 11:15:00 AM
Location: The Commons
Cost: Meal Plan
Details: Join us - Presbyterian STUDENT Association [PSA] in The Commons @ 11:15 a.m. today





Date/Time: 9/15/2009 4:30:00 PM
Location: Main Building & Burwell Front Lawn
Cost: Free
Details: Get involved in campus and community organizations by attending the annual Interest Fair!
All types of organizations are represented, including but not limited to, service, religious, and social





Date/Time: 9/15/2009 4:45:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: Would you like to learn how to Tango, free of charge? No need to sign up, and you don't





MUSC Dental School Informational Meeting
Date/Time: 9/15/2009 5:00:00 PM
Location: AAAS
Cost: Free
Details: All students interested in DENTAL SCHOOL! A representative from MUSC Dental School,
Jennifer Larke, will be here to discuss the application process and answer any questions or concerns




"Fitness @ 5:30" Series: Cardio-Kickbox Tonight
Date/Time: 9/15/2009 5:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free





Date/Time: 9/15/2009 6:00:00 PM
Location: PSA House
Cost: Free
Details: Presbyterian STUDENT Association [PSA] meets @ the PSA House - right across the street
from the main entrance to Wofford on Tuesdays from 6-7:30 p.m. for dinner, worship, and a program.





Date/Time: 9/15/2009 7:00:00 PM
Location: Olin 213
Cost: Free
Details: The James Fund is an organization that provides students of Wofford College with real-life
investment experience by managing a stock portfolio. Members of the community and Wofford




LET'S GO. Volleyball at home tonight!
Date/Time: 9/15/2009 7:00:00 PM
Date/Time: 9/15/2009 7:00:00 PM
Location: Benjamin Johnson Arena
Details: The Wofford volleyball team hosts Winston-Salem State TONIGHT at 7 p.m., inside the
Benjamin Johnson Arena. Get into the spirit of "Black Friday" around campus pick up your own black






Date/Time: 9/15/2009 7:30:00 PM
Location: McMillan Theater
Cost: Free
Details: Please join us for the first film of the 2009 Cinema Circle. The film, Red Gold, is a stunning
mosaic of photography, land and seascapes, and real people’s stories. At the headwaters of the two
largest remaining sockeye salmon runs on the planet, a proposed mine may require the largest dam
ever constructed to contain the toxic runoff. Native, commercial, and sport fishermen oppose the
proposed Pebble Mine, while mine officials argue the case for development of the mine, which has
an estimated value of over $300 billion. At stake is a unique way of life that would not exist if the
salmon didn't return with Bristol Bay's tide. Red Gold is a different kind of environmental
documentary—it gives all sides of an issue a chance to be seen and heard. Winner: Best
Environmental Film, Taos Film Festival; People’s Choice, Banff Mountain Film Festival. The event





Date/Time: 9/15/2009 8:15:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium
Cost: Free
Details: United is a student led weekly worship service. All are welcome. Join us at 8:15 p.m., in




Beta Beta Beta Meeting
Date/Time: 9/15/2009 9:00:00 PM
Location: Roger Milliken Science Center, Room 122
Cost: Free
Details: We will have our first Tri Beta meeting Tuesday, Sept. 15, at 9 p.m. in Roger Milliken
Science Center, Room 122. All current members are strongly encouraged to come to discuss ideas






La Table Française Vous Attend
Date/Time: 9/16/2009 12:00:00 PM
Location: Dean’s Dining Room, Burwell
Cost: Meal Plan
Details: La Table Française will be meeting this Wednesday, Sept. 16, in the dean’s dining room in





Communion and a Simple Meal
Date/Time: 9/16/2009 12:25:00 PM
Location: Mickel Chapel
Cost: Free
Details: Please join us on Wednesday, Sept. 16, at 12:25 p.m., in Mickel Chapel for Communion led




Catholic Student Association Meeting
Date/Time: 9/16/2009 5:15:00 PM
Location: Mickel Chapel
Cost: Free
Details: The Catholic Student Association at Wofford will be having an organizational meeting to
discuss what we would like to see happen this year and to elect officers. If you are interested in
being a part of this group or would just like to come figure out what we’re all about, please come join
us this Wednesday, Sept. 16, at 5:15 p.m. in Mickel Chapel. All are welcome and we would love to
have you! Contact Nicole Girard at girardnc@email.wofford.edu with any questions, concerns, or
suggestions. Father Michael McCafferty is the Catholic chaplain and Doyle Boggs, ext. 4182 is the




Venture - A New Entrepreneurial Group at Wofford
Date/Time: 9/16/2009 6:00:00 PM
Location: Career Services Suite
Cost: Free
Details: Career Services will host an information session for Venture on Wednesday, Sept. 16, at 6
p.m. in the Career Services suite. Venture is an entrepreneurial group that will support students in
the concept development and launch of a business idea. Those selected to participate will work
towards creating a real, viable business during the year. Applications for joining Venture will be




First College Republicans Meeting 
Date/Time: 9/16/2009 7:00:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium 
Location: Leonard Auditorium 
Cost: Free
Details: Come to College Republicans first meeting! Our first meeting will be Wednesday, Sept. 16
at 7 p.m., in Leonard Auditorium. It is very important that ALL members (returning and new) attend
this meeting. We will be collecting dues ($10), planning events for the fall, and discussing new club
policies. We will also be hosting a Congressional hopeful, Neal Collins! He is a young Furman
graduate with a lot of energy. He'll only be speaking for about 15-20 minutes and then he will take
any questions that you may have. If you are unable to attend, but would like to be a member, please
email either Ellen Shrader (shraderee@email.wofford.edu) or Kathryn Teal




WAC Flashback Trivia Night
Date/Time: 9/16/2009 8:00:00 PM
Location: Campus Life Building
Cost: Free
Details: WAC is hosting their first trivia night of the year. Come answer decade themed questions




Career Luncheon for Those Interested in Law
Date/Time: 9/17/2009 11:30:00 AM
Location: Anna Todd Wofford Center
Cost: Free
Details: SAA and Career Services will be hosting a Career Luncheon on Thursday, Sept. 17, in the
Anna Todd Wofford Center at 11:30 a.m. During this luncheon, Wofford Alumni will talk about their
experiences in the field of Law and how Wofford helped them get to where they are today. This is a




Band Party featuring Recycled Percussion!
Date/Time: 9/17/2009 9:00:00 PM
Location: In front of Old Main
Cost: Free
Details: Come out this Thursday night to see the band Recycled Percussion perform! Recycled
Percussion is a unique band that uses only recycled instruments. They've played on the Carson Daly
show as well as at NBA games. Their drummer is the fastest drummer in the world! Kick off your




National Women's Friendship Month Trunk Show! With Complimentary Converse Deli!
Date/Time: 9/18/2009 11:00:00 AM
Location: Anna Todd Wofford Center
Cost: Support Girl Scouts of America!
Details: Come celebrate National Women's Friendship Month at a Trunk Show hosted by Kappa
Delta! A portion of the proceeds will be donated to Girl Scouts of America! A variety of vendors will
Delta! A portion of the proceeds will be donated to Girl Scouts of America! A variety of vendors will
be attending with plenty of great finds, from Jane Gresham Designs, Stanley Welch Clothiers,





Date/Time: 9/18/2009 3:00:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium
Cost: Free
Details: All women going through sorority recruitment must attend PNM Orientation on Friday, Sept.





Daily Announcements – Event and Announcement Submission
Details:  All faculty, staff and students: Please note that when submitting announcements to the
Daily Announcements you should submit events – FUNCTIONS WITH A SET TIME, PLACE AND
DATE as EVENTS. Please do not submit events as announcements. When you submit an event
you will be prompted to choose the date and time of the event and location of the event as well as
the date you wish the event to appear in the daily announcements. Questions concerning daily
announcements should be directed to woffordnews@wofford.edu. 
Contact: Wofford News
Email: woffordnews@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4184 or 4180
Faculty/Staff Photos
Details: The Office of Communications and Marketing is pleased to announce that Wofford staff
photographer, Mark Olencki, is now available to take faculty/staff photographs. Mark will be set up in
the President’s dining room this Thursday and Friday, Sept. 17 and 18, from 11:30 to 1 p.m. to take
photos. If you are a new faculty or staff member and have not had your photo taken please stop by
anytime during 11:30 and 1 p.m. on Thursday or Friday. You do not need to make an appointment.
Faculty and staff who need an updated photo are also invited to come by. After Friday, faculty and




Campus Union Freshman and Sophomore Delegate Petitions Available
Details: Freshmen and Sophomores looking to make a difference on campus by getting involved
with the student governing body of the college should visit the Campus Union website at
http://www.wofford.edu/CampusUnion/ and download the link entitled Election Petition 2009 in the
bottom right hand corner of the main screen. This Excel petition should be completed and e-mailed
to the Campus Union President Matt Abee at abeema@email.wofford.edu by 5 p.m., on Thursday,
Sept. 17, in order to be eligible to run for election on Wednesday, Sept. 23.




Exhibition: Brasilia Portfolio. Photographs by Dr. G. R. Davis
Details: This past summer, Wofford biology professor Dr. G. R. Davis visited Brasilia, Brazil, a rare
example of a modern planned city built in a sparsely populated region that was to become the
national capital. Architect Oscar Niemeyer designed many of the government buildings. Through the
eye and camera lens of Dr. Davis, architectural details become abstract constructions of form, light
and shadow. Sandor Teszler Library, main level exhibition space. 
Contact: Dean Oakley Coburn
Email: coburnoh@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4300
News From Career Services
Details: Career Services is taking a new approach to workshops. Instead of offering multiple
workshops on the basics of resume writing, interviewing, interning, etiquette and career planning, we
have tailored our workshop program to fit your needs as busy Wofford students. Now you can attend
one workshop per semester to receive all the information you need to create a career plan. The new
workshops are titled CS 101, CS 201, CS 301, and CS 401, the numbers coordinating with your
class year. First year students should attend CS 101 while Sophomores attend CS 201, etc. In each
workshop, we cover the basics of resume writing, interviewing, interning, and planning with specific






Details: Shalom! Want to learn Hebrew and not have homework? This not-for-credit club will be a
fun, informal introduction to the language. Open to everyone! If you are interested, contact Dr. Nuriel
at nurielpg@wofford.edu. Meeting times to be announced. 
Contact: Dr. Patricia Nuriel
Email: nurielpg@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4905
Last Week to Sign up for Panhellenic Recruitment!
Details: This is the last week to sign up for Sorority Recruitment 2009! After today, registration fee is




First Issue of the Old Gold and Black
Details: Attention Students: Be sure to pick up the first issue of the Old Gold and Black today -- the
Freshmen Edition. They will be in your CPOs by noon. If you are interesting in submitting work to the




Greene & Carlisle Donut Eating Contest Winners









For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/campusSafety/content.aspx?id=33330.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to: http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements.






Date: September 15, 2009 at 4:12 PM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu
The Office of Communications and Marketing is pleased to announce that Wofford staff
photographer, Mark Olencki, is now available to take faculty and staff photos. Mark will be set up in
the President’s dining room this Thursday and Friday (Sept. 17 and 18) from 11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. to
take photos. If you are a new faculty or staff member and have not had your photo taken please stop
by anytime between 11:30 a.m. – 1 p.m. to have your photo taken. You do not need to make an
appointment. Faculty and staff who need an updated photo are also invited to come by. After Friday,





Executive Assistant to the Vice President for
Communications & Marketing









Date: September 16, 2009 at 8:50 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
 
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Wednesday, September 16, 2009
Today's Events
La Table Francaise
Communion and a Simple Meal
Wofford World Film Series - "The Class"
Catholic Student Association Meeting
"Fitness @ 5:30" Series: AB-LAB Class Tonight
First College Republicans Meeting
Wofford World Film Series - "The Class"
WAC Flashback Trivia Night
Campus Outreach Bible Study
Upcoming Events
Campus Union Freshman and Sophomore Delegate Elections
Washington Semester Internship Meeting
Career Luncheon for those Intersted in Law
Hub City Empty Bowls Project
Wofford Outdoors Club Meeting
Game Time: Jugar en español
Tye Dye
Pi Kappa Phi Karaoke Night
National Women's Friendship Month Trunk Show! With complimentary Converse Deli
Wofford Dance Team Interest Meeting
Luncheon with MUSC College of Health Professions Representative
Announcements







Date/Time: 9/16/2009 12:00:00 PM
Location: Dean’s Dining Room
Cost: Meal Plan
Cost: Meal Plan
Details: The Table Française will have its first meeting of the year today in Burwell for lunch, from 12
to 1 p.m. All student and faculty francophones and francophiles are invited to join us for an hour of




Communion and a Simple Meal
Date/Time: 9/16/2009 12:30:00 PM
Location: Mickel Chapel
Cost: Free
Details: Please join us for a brief communion service to be held at 12:25 p.m., followed by a simple




Wofford World Film Series - "The Class" 
Date/Time: 9/16/2009 3:30:00 PM
Location: Olin 101
Cost: Free
Details: Teacher and novelist François Bégaudeau plays a version of himself--a passionate French
teacher who presides over a classroom of diverse young minds, as he negotiates a year with his
racially mixed students from a tough Parisian neighborhood. "The Class" scooped up the top prize at




Catholic Student Association Meeting
Date/Time: 9/16/2009 5:15:00 PM
Location: Mickel Chapel
Cost: Free
Details: The Catholic Student Association at Wofford will be having an organizational meeting to
discuss what we would like to see happen this year and to elect officers. If you are interested in
being a part of this group or would just like to come figure out what we're all about, please come join
us today. All are welcome and we would love to have you. Contact Nicole Girard at
girardnc@email.wofford.edu with any questions, concerns, or suggestions. Father Michael





"Fitness @ 5:30" Series: AB-LAB Class Tonight
Date/Time: 9/16/2009 5:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free




First College Republicans Meeting 
Date/Time: 9/16/2009 7:00:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium 
Cost: Free
Details: Come to College Republicans first meeting! Our first meeting will be today at 7 p.m., in
Leonard Auditorium. It is very important that ALL members (returning and new) attend this meeting.
We will be collecting dues ($10), planning events for the fall, and discussing new club policies. We
will also be hosting a Congressional hopeful, Neal Collins! He is a young Furman graduate with a lot
of energy. He'll only be speaking for about 15-20 minutes and then he will take any questions that
you may have. If you are unable to attend, but would like to be a member, please email either Ellen
Shrader (shraderee@email.wofford.edu) or Kathryn Teal (tealkg@email.wofford.edu). We are excited




Wofford World Film Series - "The Class" 
Date/Time: 9/16/2009 7:30:00 PM
Location: Olin 101
Cost: Free
Details: Teacher and novelist François Bégaudeau plays a version of himself--a passionate French
teacher who presides over a classroom of diverse young minds, as he negotiates a year with his
racially mixed students from a tough Parisian neighborhood. "The Class" scooped up the top prize at




WAC Flashback Trivia Night
Date/Time: 9/16/2009 8:00:00 PM
Location: Campus Life Building
Cost: Free
Details: WAC is hosting their first trivia night of the year. Come answer decade themed questions




Campus Outreach Bible Study
Date/Time: 9/16/2009 9:00:00 PM
Location: AAAS or Shipp Lounge
Cost: Free
Details: Join students tonight as Campus Outreach begins a Bible study for this semester. The
men's Bible study will be in Shipp Lounge (in the center of Shipp residence hall) and the women's










Details: Members of the Freshman and Sophomore classes should look to their My.Wofford E-mail
Accounts for the electronic ballots that will allow them to elect the members of their class that will
represent them as a delegate of the Campus Union. Any questions should be directed to the
President of the Campus Union, Matt Abee. More information can be found on the Campus Union




Washington Semester Internship Meeting
Date/Time: 9/17/2009 11:00:00 AM
Location: Olin 118
Cost: Free
Details: Students interested in studying in Washington, DC during the semester during their junior or
senior year should attend this interest meeting. Eligible students must have a 3.3 GPA and be




Career Luncheon for those Interested in Law
Date/Time: 9/17/2009 11:30:00 AM
Location: Anna Todd Wofford Center
Cost: Free
Details: SAA and Career Services will be hosting a Career Luncheon on Thursday, Sept. 17, in the
Anna Todd Wofford Center at 11:30 a.m. During this luncheon, Wofford Alumni will talk about their
experiences in the field of Law and how Wofford helped them get to where they are today. This is a




Hub City Empty Bowls Project
Date/Time: 9/17/2009 2:30:00 PM
Location: Campus Lawn near Library
Cost: Free
Details: To the Wofford Community: This Thursday afternoon we are sponsoring an event that will
bring together the Wofford community and help the wider community as well: We are participating in
the Hub City Empty Bowls Project. On Thursday from 2:30 - 4:30 p.m., Wofford students, faculty and
staff will have the opportunity to make a soup bowl out on the lawn near the library. These bowls will
then be fired and in October there will be an event at which we can choose a bowl, purchase a bowl
of soup for $15.00, and keep the bowl--a unique work of art in itself. Potters, including our own Dr.
Stacey Hettes, will be on hand to help on Thursday. Proceeds will go to help feed the hungry at the
nearby soup kitchen. If you're interested, come, and pass the word along to others. The event should





Wofford Outdoors Club Meeting
Date/Time: 9/17/2009 4:00:00 PM
Location: Pavillion 
Cost: Free
Details: The Wofford Outdoors Club will be having its first meeting of the year this Thursday at 4
p.m., in the Pavillion. We will discuss possible trips and events for the current semester. All who are
interested are welcome. 
Contact: Chris Bailey 
Email: baileycm@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-320-3333
Game Time: Jugar en español
Date/Time: 9/17/2009 4:30:00 PM
Location: AAAS
Cost: Free
Details: Everybody is welcome! Come this Thursday to play board games in Spanish, listen to music






Date/Time: 9/17/2009 6:00:00 PM
Location: Lawn behind Lesesne
Cost: Free
Details: Come tye dye your t-shirts, socks, or whatever else you like! A fun event for all after a long




Pi Kappa Phi Karaoke Night
Date/Time: 9/17/2009 7:00:00 PM
Location: Pi Kappa Phi House/House #5
Cost: Free
Details: Need a break from studying? Come sing your favorite song, or watch people make fools of
themselves. Refreshments of the non-alcoholic nature will be provided, BYOB otherwise. SPM's will




National Women's Friendship Month Trunk Show! With complimentary Converse Deli!
Date/Time: 9/18/2009 11:00:00 AM
Location: Anna Todd Wofford Center
Cost: Support Girl Scouts of America!
Cost: Support Girl Scouts of America!
Details: Come celebrate National Women's Friendship Month at a Trunk Show hosted by Kappa
Delta! A portion of the proceeds will be donated to Girl Scouts of America! A variety of vendors will
be attending with plenty of great finds, from Jane Gresham Designs, Stanley Welch Clothiers,




Wofford Dance Team Interest Meeting
Date/Time: 9/23/2009 6:00:00 PM
Location: Richardson Fitness Center
Cost: Free
Details: Anyone interested in trying-out for the Wofford Dance Team should attend a brief interest




Luncheon with MUSC College of Health Professions Representative
Date/Time: 9/30/2009 11:30:00 AM
Location: Holcombe Room
Cost: Free
Details: "Enter to learn - leave to serve" - This is the motto of MUSC's College of Health Professions
(www.MUSC.edu/chp) and programs included are PA, OT, PT, Health Admin., Research Admin., and
Health & Rehabilitation Services. A representative from this College will be in Holcombe for lunch






Campus Union Freshman and Sophomore Delegate Petitions Available
Details: Freshmen and Sophomores looking to make a difference on campus by getting involved
with the student governing body of the college should visit the Campus Union website at
http://www.wofford.edu/CampusUnion/ and download the link entitled Election Petition 2009 in the
bottom right hand corner of the main screen. This Excel petition should be completed and e-mailed
to the Campus Union President Matt Abee at abeema@email.wofford.edu by 5 p.m., on Thursday,





Details: The Wofford community is reminded that all events on campus should be posted to the
Wofford Campus Calendar. This includes student organization meetings, campus ministry meetings,
WAC events, etc. When submitting an event to the calendar you can choose a category for the event
such as Student Activities, Arts & Cultural (on or off campus), Campus Ministry, etc. Please note that
posting an event to the calendar does not reserve a room. You should reserve your location prior to
posting an event to the calendar does not reserve a room. You should reserve your location prior to
posting an event. 
Contact: Wofford News
Email: woffordnews@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4184 or 4180
Terrier FOUND!
Details: Congratulations to Andrew Strausburger '13 of Spartanburg, the first Terrier Tuesday
winner! Andrew found the Terrier hidden in the Library stacks and won a Terrier sweatshirt blanket.
Be sure to congratulate Andrew when you see him. The next Terrier Tuesday clue will be posted on
the TAGS (Teaching Annual Giving to Students) Facebook page on Sept. 22 at approximately 11





Details: Mr. Jerry Harrison, who lives within walking distance to Wofford, is looking for someone to
watch his house, feed and walk his dog, etc., for a few days beginning this Sunday. Please contact
him at 864- 363-5073 or jerry@jerryharrison.com for details, pay, etc. He will have future days when
he may need you, as well. For this and other part-time on and off-campus work, see me: Dr. Jhon









For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/campusSafety/content.aspx?id=33330.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to: http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements.




PLEASE DO NOT REPLY TO THIS EMAIL.
If you have questions, please contact Caroline Thomas (thomascb@wofford.edu) or Terri
Lewitt (lewitttl@wofford.edu).
 





Terrier Ball Auction and Gala
 
Tickets are now on sale for the evening of Saturday, Oct. 3, and are available
for a special faculty/staff rate of  $35 each (limit 2).  Come bid on items in the
silent and live auctions and enjoy entertainment by local Spartanburg band
BACK 9.  The Terrier Ball is an annual fundraiser for the Terrier Club.  All
proceeds from this event go toward providing scholarship assistance for
Wofford student-athletes.  For more information or to purchase tickets contact
Caroline Thomas in the Athletic Department at 597-4090 or






429 N. Church St.






Laura H. Corbin, Director of News Services
Wofford College * 429 North  Church Street * Spartanburg, SC  29303
(864) 597-4180 office * (864) 597-4179 fax





Date: September 17, 2009 at 9:27 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
 
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Thursday, September 17,
2009
Today's Events
Campus Union Freshman and Sophomore Delegate Elections
Washington Semester Internship Meeting
Southern Sounds Music Series Kicks Off Today
Faculty/Staff Photos
PSA Worship
Hub City Empty Bowls Project
Wofford Outdoors Club Meeting
Disc Golf Tournament Today! Free Discs
Game Time: Juega En Espanol
"Fitness @ 5:30" Series: PI-YO Class Tonight
Tye Dye
WoCoOASHF Meeting
"The Greg Knights" Band Party
The OFFICE Party
Upcoming Events
National Women's Friendship Month Trunk Show! With Complimentary Converse Deli!




LET'S GO. Show your spirit tomorrow on "Black Friday"
Hebrew Club
Off-Campus, Part-Time Work
Wofford on Call - 4 Days Left to Apply
Scholarship Opportunity
Important News from Career Services
Scholarship Opportunity
Wofford at Wisconsin football game viewing information








Details: Members of the Freshman and Sophomore classes should look to their My.Wofford E-mail
Accounts for the electronic ballots that will allow them to elect the members of their class that will
represent them as a delegate of the Campus Union. Any questions should be directed to the
President of the Campus Union, Matt Abee. More information can be found on the Campus Union




Washington Semester Internship Meeting
Date/Time: 9/17/2009 11:00:00 AM
Location: Olin 118
Cost: Free
Details: Students interested in studying in Washington, D.C., during the semester during their junior
or senior year should attend this interest meeting. Eligible students must have a 3.3 GPA and be




Southern Sounds Music Series Kicks Off Today
Date/Time: 9/17/2009 11:30:00 AM
Location: AAAS
Cost: Free
Details: The Southern Sounds Music Series kicks off today. Featuring Fayssoux McLean and
Brandon Turner. Americana Singer/Songwriter McLean released her first solo CD in 2007 with the





Date/Time: 9/17/2009 11:30:00 AM
Location: President’s Dining Room
Cost: Free
Details: Faculty and staff are reminded that Mark Olencki, Wofford staff photographer, will be set up
in the president’s dining room today and tomorrow from 11:30 a.m. – 1 p.m., to take faculty and staff
photos. If you are new to Wofford and have not had your photo taken for the directory please take
this opportunity to stop by and have your photo taken. Any faculty or staff person who needs an





Date/Time: 9/17/2009 11:30:00 AM
Location: PSA House
Cost: Free
Details: If you missed our time of fellowship on Tuesday, then feel free to join us at the PSA house




Hub City Empty Bowls Project
Date/Time: 9/17/2009 2:30:00 PM
Location: Front Portico of the Library
Cost: Free
Details: To the Wofford Community: This afternoon (Sept. 17) we are sponsoring an event that will
bring together the Wofford community and help the wider community as well: We are participating in
the Hub City Empty Bowls Project. Today from 2:30 - 4:30 p.m., Wofford students, faculty and staff
will have the opportunity to make a soup bowl out on the lawn near the library. These bowls will then
be fired and in October there will be an event at which we can choose a bowl, purchase a bowl of
soup for $15.00, and keep the bowl--a unique work of art in itself. Potters, including our own Dr.
Stacey Hettes, will be on hand to help. Proceeds will go to help feed the hungry at the nearby soup
kitchen. If you're interested, come, and pass the word along to others. The event should be messy,





Wofford Outdoors Club Meeting
Date/Time: 9/17/2009 4:00:00 PM
Location: Pavilion
Cost: Free
Details: The Wofford Outdoors Club will be having its first meeting of the year today at 4 p.m. in the
Pavilion. We will discuss possible trips and events for the current semester. All who are interested
are welcome. 
Contact: Chris Bailey 
Email: baileycm@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-320-3333
Disc Golf Tournament Today! Free Discs!
Date/Time: 9/17/2009 4:00:00 PM
Location: Disc Golf Course
Cost: Free
Details: Join us at 4 p.m. today for another Disc Golf tournament! Free discs will be given away,
compliments of Campus Union. Prizes will be awarded to the winners. No need to sign up, just show




Game Time: Juega En Espanol
Date/Time: 9/17/2009 4:30:00 PM
Date/Time: 9/17/2009 4:30:00 PM
Location: AAAS in Burwell
Cost: Free
Details: GAME TIME! All Wofford community is welcome! You can have a fun time while listening to
Spanish music, playing board games and eating some pizza! You don’t need to speak Spanish to
come to this event. You can just stop by anytime from 4:30 till 6 p.m. Some of the board games
include “Bingo”, “Guess who”, “Apple to Apple”, “Spanish Dice”, cards and many more… Tell your




"Fitness @ 5:30" Series: PI-YO Class Tonight
Date/Time: 9/17/2009 5:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free





Date/Time: 9/17/2009 6:00:00 PM
Location: Lawn behind Lesesne
Cost: Free
Details: Come tye dye your t-shirts, socks, or whatever else you like! A fun event for all after a long





Date/Time: 9/17/2009 6:00:00 PM
Location: Acorn Cafe
Cost: Free
Details: All Students and Faculty! You met us at Interest Fair, now come to one of our meetings! The
Wofford College Order of Atheists, Humanists, Secularists and Free Thinkers is having a meeting to
finalize shirt ideas, talk about membership, plan an event and talk about getting a very special guest
speaker to Wofford! Please contact Alexandra if you have any questions! PS: Everyone on campus




"The Greg Knights" Band Party
Date/Time: 9/17/2009 9:00:00 PM
Location: Behind Old Main
Cost: Free
Details: "The Greg Knights" band (formerly known as 'double shot') will be playing behind Old Main





Date/Time: 9/17/2009 9:00:00 PM
Location: McMillan Theater
Cost: Free
Details: We will be showing the premiere of The Office ON THE BIG SCREEN! There will be Office
Treats outside and a Costume Contest and Trivia Contest!




National Women's Friendship Month Trunk Show! With Complimentary Converse Deli!
Date/Time: 9/18/2009 11:00:00 AM
Location: Anna Todd Wofford Center
Cost: Support Girl Scouts of America!
Details: Come celebrate National Women's Friendship Month at a Trunk Show hosted by Kappa
Delta! A portion of the proceeds will be donated to Girl Scouts of America! A variety of vendors will
be attending with plenty of great finds, from Jane Gresham Designs, Stanley Welch Clothiers,




Career Services' '09 Graduate/Law School Day
Date/Time: 10/6/2009 11:00:00 AM
Location: Great Oaks Hall
Cost: Free
Details: A chance to talk with reps from 39 different universities, including UNC School of Law -
Chapel Hill, Wake Forest School of Law, William and Mary School of Law, the business schools of
Duke, USC, Vanderbilt and Wake Forest, the USC School of Public Health (plus four schools of
pharmacy)and three seminaries. Other graduates schools such as ETSU can discuss the broad
range of their postgraduate programs. One attending university offers masters in 38 different areas.







Details: Sept. 15 – Oct. 15 is recognized as Hispanic Heritage Month. The Multicultural Affairs office
and the Hispanic Heritage Month Committee planned many different events for your enjoyment
during this month of Hispanic pride! Please look for our posters, announcements, and follow the
during this month of Hispanic pride! Please look for our posters, announcements, and follow the
sights, sounds, food and laughter as events will be celebrated all month long! For more information
about events and times, please contact Millicent Lann @ lannmb@wofford.edu. We hope you will





Details: On Sept. 17, 1787, the Constitution of the United States was signed by 39 brave Americans
who changed the course of history. Each year on this anniversary, Constitution Day is observed by
schools, colleges and universities. This Constitution Day, try taking one or more of the interactive
quizzes (basic, advanced, expert) on this site. Warning-some of these questions are really tough!
www.constitutionfacts.com/index.cfm?page=quiz.cfm. If you want a download of the constitution, you




LET'S GO. Show Your Spirit Tomorrow on "Black Friday"
Details: Remember, tomorrow and every Friday this year is "Black Friday." Show your support of
Wofford on campus and in the community by wearing your Wofford black (and gold) every Friday this
year! Your next chance to pick up your own black "LET'S GO." t-shirt is one week from today (Sept.
24) at the volleyball match against Southern Wesleyan at 7 p.m., inside the Benjamin Johnson





Details: Shalom! Want to learn Hebrew and not have homework? This not-for-credit club will be a
fun, informal introduction to the language. Open to everyone! If you are interested, contact Dr. Nuriel
at nurielpg@wofford.edu. Meeting times to be announced. 




Details: Mr. Jerry Harrison, who lives within walking distance to Wofford, is looking for someone to
watch his house, feed and walk his dog, etc., for a few days beginning this Sunday. Please contact
him at 864-363-5073 or jerry@jerryharrison.com for details, pay, etc. He will have future days when
he may need you, as well. For this and other part-time on and off-campus work, see me: Dr. Jhon




Wofford on Call - 4 DAYS LEFT TO APPLY
Details: Great opportunity for part-time employment on campus! Starts at $7.50/hour! Potential $100
CASH BONUS at the end of the semester, plus a raise! We are accepting applications until Sunday,
Sept. 20, so get those applications in! For those who have applied, don't forget to call ext. 4193 for






Details: AES ENGINEERING SOLUTIONS: AES Engineering Solutions is pleased to be able to
continue offering scholarships to motivated students to help in the furthering of their education. Their
scholarship criteria is based on the belief that achieving a high grade point average should not be
the only criteria for determining who deserves to be helped. For that reason they are offering a
scholarship that will be awarded on the basis of character, as determined by evaluating the essays
that are submitted. These scholarships are intended for our future leaders across a wide spectrum of
fields of study, and is not limited to engineering majors. This scholarship opportunity is available to
high school seniors and all students attending a post secondary educational school. The scholarship
award is valued at $500 and the deadline for entry is Oct. 6, 2009. For information on how to apply,
please see www.aesengineers.com/scholarships. 
Contact: Financial Aid Office
Email: finaid@wofford.edu 
Telephone/Extension: 4160
Important News from Career Services
Details: Career Services is taking a new approach to workshops. Instead of offering multiple
workshops on the basics of resume writing, interviewing, interning, etiquette and career planning, we
have tailored our workshop program to fit your needs as busy Wofford students. Now you can attend
one workshop per semester to receive all of the information you need to create a career plan. The
new workshops are titled CS 101, CS 201, CS 301, CS 401, the numbers corresponding to your
class year. First year students should attend CS 101, while sophomores attend CS 201, etc. In each
workshop we cover the basics of resume writing, interviewing, interning and planning, with specific
attention to the needs of your particular class. Check Daily Announcements for exact dates and





Details: The Educational Foundation of the S.C. Federation of Business & Professional Women's
Club, Inc. offers annual scholarships for continuing education upon graduation from high school as
well for those who have been in the workforce for a period of time. Scholarship applicants should be
a resident of South Carolina. The criteria for final selection shall be based on scholastic standing,
financial need and the potential for leadership. The scholarship application and all pertinent
information must reach the Foundation Scholarship Chair, Linda Bilanchone, by Dec. 1. The
scholarships are valued at $1000 and awarded to both women and men. For additional information
and to obtain an application, please contact the Financial Aid Office. 
Contact: Financial Aid Office
Email: finaid@wofford.edu 
Telephone/Extension: 4160
Wofford at Wisconsin Football Game Viewing Information
Details: The Wofford football team will play the Wisconsin Badgers this Saturday at noon at Camp
Randall Stadium in Madison. The game will be televised live on the Big Ten Network (BTN). BTN is
not available in Spartanburg through Charter, so to watch the game it is suggested to call a local
restaurant (i.e. Wild Wing Cafe, etc.) to make sure they will have the game on DirecTV. The game





Taylor Center Weight Room Information
Details: Beginning tomorrow, students wishing to use the Taylor Center Weight Room may do so
between the hours of 9 - 11 a.m. Tuesday through Friday. All must take an orientation with the
strength and conditioning staff on how to properly use the equipment. The mandatory orientation





Details: In order to gauge interest in establishing an Interfaith Youth Core chapter at Wofford, we are
spreading the word. For more information, log onto the organization's website at ifyc.org. Please





Lost: Samsung Cell Phone
An orange Samsung cell phone was lost in Roger Milliken Science Center yesterday (Wednesday) in





For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/campusSafety/content.aspx?id=33330.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to: http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements.







Date: September 17, 2009 at 12:49 PM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
The Department of Biology lecture series continues tonight:
"What is all the Fuss about Stem Cell Research?"
Tonight:  ³Political & Religious Perspectives on Stem Cell Research² Dr. Kay (philosophy), Dr. DeMars
(government), Dr. McCane (religion) & Dr.Robinson (Chaplain) will each give short introductions to the
political & religious issues, followed by discussion.
7:30 p.m.  McMillan Theater, Campus Life Building
 
Correction to Scholarship Opportunity
The following is a correction to the announcement sent out in today’s Daily Announcements:
Scholarship Opportunity
Details: AES ENGINEERING SOLUTIONS: AES Engineering Solutions is pleased to be able to
continue offering scholarships to motivated students to help in the furthering of their education. Their
scholarship criteria is based on the belief that achieving a high grade point average should not be the
only criteria for determining who deserves to be helped. For that reason they are offering a scholarship
that will be awarded on the basis of character, as determined by evaluating the essays that are
submitted. These scholarships are intended for our future leaders across a wide spectrum of fields of
study, and is not limited to engineering majors. This scholarship opportunity is available to high school
seniors and all students attending a post secondary educational school. The scholarship award is







Date: September 18, 2009 at 8:54 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
 
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Friday, September 18, 2009
Today's Events
National Women's Friendship Month Trunk Show! With complimentary Converse Deli!
Movies in McMillan
Upcoming Events
Campus Union Assembly Meeting
SCSL Interest Meeting
Announcements
Wofford on Call - 3 Days Left to Apply
Attention Freshmen! Sunday Volleyball League




Job On Campus--Men's Soccer Manager
 
Today's Events
National Women's Friendship Month Trunk Show! With Complimentary Converse Deli!
Date/Time: 9/18/2009 11:00:00 AM
Location: Anna Todd Wofford Center
Cost: Support Girl Scouts of America!
Details: Come celebrate National Women's Friendship Month at a Trunk Show hosted by Kappa
Delta! A portion of the proceeds will be donated to Girl Scouts of America! A variety of vendors will
be attending with plenty of great finds, from Jane Gresham Designs, Stanley Welch Clothiers,






Date/Time: 9/18/2009 7:00:00 PM
Location: McMillan Theater
Cost: Free
Details: Come out and watch Airplane! In this joke-a-second parody of disaster movies, traumatized
former combat pilot Ted Striker (Robert Hays) is forced to land a passenger plane when food
poisoning strikes the crew. In some clever casting, leading dramatic actors Peter Graves, Robert





Campus Union Assembly Meeting
Date/Time: 9/21/2009 6:00:00 PM
Location: Olin Theater
Cost: Free
Details: The Campus Union Assembly invites everyone to attend their weekly meetings on Mondays
at 6 p.m. in Olin Theater! This Monday, our very own Dr. David Whisnant will be the guest speaker.
He will answer any questions you might have about the new my.wofford email and portal system, so
be sure to make it to the meeting! Also, any additional questions and concerns can be addressed
through the Facility Affairs Committee. Don't hesitate to contact the Chair Mr. Nam Pham, a member
of the Facility Affairs Committee, or one of the Campus Union officers today! Thank you for your





Date/Time: 9/21/2009 7:30:00 PM
Location: Roger Milliken Science Center, Room 121
Cost: Free
Details: SCSL is a student organization that includes colleges from around the state to come






Wofford on Call - 3 Days Left to Apply
Details: Great opportunity for part-time employment on campus! Starts at $7.50/hour! Potential $100
CASH BONUS at the end of the semester, plus a raise! We are accepting applications until Sunday,
CASH BONUS at the end of the semester, plus a raise! We are accepting applications until Sunday,
September 20th, so get those applications in!!! For those who have applied, don't forget to call ext.




Attention Freshmen! Sunday Volleyball League
Details: All freshmen are reminded that our Sunday Co-Ed Volleyball League continues play this





Intramural "AYC" Leagues Forming! Sign Up Now
Details: Tennis and racquetball "AYC" leagues are now forming. "AYC" means that you sign up to
play "At Your Convenience". Pick your league, and you will be placed on that roster, and the
participants will schedule their own matches at convenient times. We will offer leagues of tennis and





Scholarship Opportunity – AES Engineer Solutions
Details: AES Engineer Solutions is pleased to be able to continue offering scholarships to motivated
students to help in the furthering of their education. Their scholarship criteria is based on the belief
that achieving a high grade point average should not be the only criteria for determining who
deserves to be helped. For that reason they are offering a scholarship that will be awarded on the
basis of character, as determined by evaluating the essays that are submitted. These scholarships
are intended for our future leaders across a wide spectrum of fields of study, and is limited to
engineering majors. This scholarship opportunity is available to high school seniors and all students
attending a post secondary educational school. The scholarship award is valued at $500 and the






Details: The Educational Foundation of the S.C. Federation of Business & Professional Women's
Club Inc. offers annual scholarships for continuing education upon graduation from high school as
well as for those who have been in the workforce for a period of time. Scholarship applicants should
be a resident of S.C. The criteria for final selection shall be based on scholastic standing, financial
need and the potential for leadership. The scholarship application and all pertinent information must
reach the Foundation Scholarship Chair, Linda Bilanchone, by Dec. 1. The scholarships are valued
at $1000 and awarded to both women and men. For additional information and to obtain an





Details: In order to gauge interest in establishing an Interfaith Youth Core chapter at Wofford, we are
spreading the word. For more information, log onto the organization's website at ifyc.org. Please




Job On Campus--Men's Soccer Manager
Details: The Wofford men's soccer team, currently on a winning roll, is looking for a Work Study
student to serve as team manager, committing at least 10 hours a week to various tasks as
demanded by the team. Please contact the assistant coach, Barry Slagle, for details. He can be









For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/campusSafety/content.aspx?id=33330.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to: http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
 
 
From: Morris, Faith H /O=WOFFORD COLLEGE/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=MORRISFH
Subject: MSG from Dr.Krick Aigner re Forum on 20th Anniversary of Fall of Berlin Wall




Attached is the flyer for the "Forum on the 20th
Anniversary of the Fall of the Berlin Wall." We hope
you will be able to participate in some of these
exciting upcoming events on campus. Some of our
esteemed colleagues are giving talks and leading
discussions. Please also encourage your students to










Date: September 21, 2009 at 9:07 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Monday, September 21, 2009
Today's Events
Memory Walk Bake Sale and Registration Event
Men’s Lacrosse Club Sign Up and Fund Raising
"Fitness @ 5:30" Series: AB-LAB Class Tonight
Campus Union Assembly Meeting
SCSL Interest Meeting
Upcoming Events
Career Services Workshops Week of Sept. 21
Argentina Comes to Wofford – in Music
Women’s History Month Interest Meeting
I've Decided to Study Abroad...Now What?
The F-Word: Disassembling the Feminist Stereotype
Announcements
Free Herald-Journal Newspapers Available Around Campus
Scholarship Opportunity – AES Engineer Solutions
Scholarship Opportunity
Washington Internship Program - Spring Application Deadline
Job On Campus--Men's Soccer Manager
Last Week to Sign Up for "AYC" Intramural Leagues
Deadline for Beyond The City's Northern Border has been EXTENDED
Find the Terrier on Tuesday to WIN
Job Off Campus: Part-time
Today's Events
Memory Walk Bake Sale and Registration Event
Date/Time: 9/21/2009 11:30:00 AM
Location: Burwell
Details: Stop by to purchase some baked goods and sign-up to walk with the Wofford team of
students, faculty and staff for the 2009 Memory Walk! All bake sale proceeds will go to the
Alzheimer's Association. Come find out more information about the Memory Walk that will be held on




Men's Lacrosse Club Sign Up and Fund-Raising
Date/Time: 9/21/2009 11:30:00 AM
Location: Burwell
Cost: Signup Free; $10.00 fund raiser cards
Details: The Lacrosse Club will be set up in the front lobby of Burwell today with information and
signups for all those interested in playing lacrosse this year. Also, we will be selling fund-raiser cards
to support the team. These cards only cost $10 and will give you unlimited use of discounts to select
restaurants and chains around the area for a whole year. So show your support and take advantage




"Fitness @ 5:30" Series: AB-LAB Class Tonight
Date/Time: 9/21/2009 5:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free




Campus Union Assembly Meeting
Date/Time: 9/21/2009 6:00:00 PM
Location: Olin Theater
Cost: Free
Details: The Campus Union Assembly invites everyone to attend their weekly meetings on Mondays
at 6 p.m. in Olin Theater! Today, our very own Dr. David Whisnant will be the guest speaker. He will
answer any questions you might have about the new my.wofford email and portal system, so be sure
to make it to the meeting! Also, any additional questions and concerns can be addressed through the
Facility Affairs Committee. Don't hesitate to contact the Chair Mr. Nam Pham, a member of the
Facility Affairs Committee, or one of the Campus Union officers today! Thank you for your support





Date/Time: 9/21/2009 7:30:00 PM
Location: Roger Milliken Science Center, Room 121
Cost: Free
Details: SCSL is a student organization that includes colleges from around the state to come






Career Services Workshops Week of Sept. 21
Date/Time: 9/22/2009 2:30:00 PM
Location: Career Services Suite - CLB
Cost: Free
Details: You've read about Career Services' new workshop structure--one workshop directed to the
needs of each particular class. Here is the schedule for the week of Sep. 21: Tuesday (9/22) - 2:30
p.m. - CS 101-Freshmen; 3:30 p.m. - CS 201 – Sophomores; Thursday (9/24) - 2:30 p.m. - CS 301




Argentina Comes to Wofford--in Music
Date/Time: 9/22/2009 11:00:00 AM
Location: Leonard Auditorium
Cost: Free
Details: Please come hear the Argentinean mezzo soprano Ada Lis in a unique 11 a.m., Troubadour
Series concert tomorrow Tuesday, Sept. 22, in beautiful Leonard Auditorium. Rumor has it the
governor may attend. By the way, this is the celebration of the tenth year of Wofford's Troubadour




Women's History Month Interest Meeting
Date/Time: 9/22/2009 4:00:00 PM
Location: Campus Life Building
Cost: Free 
Details: If you are interested in being a part of the Women’s History Month events in March 2010,
please join Drs. Nancy Williams and Amy Sweitzer in Campus Life Building at 4 p.m., on Tuesday,
Sept. 22. In recognition of our new Environmental Studies Program, the theme is women and the
environment. We look forward to your ideas!
Contact: Nancy Williams and Amy Sweitzer
Email: williamsnm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4907
I've Decided to Study Abroad...Now What?
Date/Time: 9/22/2009 5:30:00 PM
Location: Pavilion 
Cost: Free 
Details: So I've already turned in my study abroad application and now don't know what to do! If this
sounds like you, come by the Pavilion at 5:30 Tuesday night. Amy Lancaster and the Office of Study
Abroad will be here to answer any questions that you may have, as well as give you a list of all the





The F-Word: Disassembling the Feminist Stereotype




Details: NOW CAN invites you to attend their first meeting for the year in Shipp Lounge this
Wednesday at 8 p.m. For our first meeting, we will discuss the stereotypes and myths surrounding






Free Herald-Journal Newspapers Available around Campus
Details: In a long-standing relationship between Wofford and the Spartanburg Herald-Journal
newspaper, free newspapers are available to students six days a week. Stay informed on what is
happening in your community by picking up a paper at these residential locations: Marsh, Greene,




Scholarship Opportunity – AES Engineer Solutions
Details: AES Engineer Solutions is pleased to be able to continue offering scholarships to motivated
students to help in the furthering of their education. Their scholarship criteria is based on the belief
that achieving a high grade point average should not be the only criteria for determining who
deserves to be helped. For that reason they are offering a scholarship that will be awarded on the
basis of character, as determined by evaluating the essays that are submitted. These scholarships
are intended for our future leaders across a wide spectrum of fields of study, and is NOT limited to
engineering majors. This scholarship opportunity is available to high school seniors and all
students attending a post secondary educational school. The scholarship award is valued at $500






Details: The Educational Foundation of the S.C. Federation of Business & Professional Women's
Club Inc. offers annual scholarships for continuing education upon graduation from high school as
well as for those who have been in the workforce for a period of time. Scholarship applicants should
be a resident of S.C. The criteria for final selection shall be based on scholastic standing, financial
need and the potential for leadership. The scholarship application and all pertinent information must
reach the Foundation Scholarship Chair, Linda Bilanchone, by Dec. 1. The scholarships are valued
at $1000 and awarded to both women and men. For additional information and to obtain an




Washington Internship Program - Spring Application Deadline
Details: Juniors and seniors interested in studying in Washington, D.C., this spring should submit
Details: Juniors and seniors interested in studying in Washington, D.C., this spring should submit
their application by this Thursday, Sept. 24. Eligible students must have a 3.3 GPA and be receiving





Job On Campus--Men's Soccer Manager
Details: The Wofford men's soccer team, currently on a winning roll, is looking for a Work Study
student to serve as team manager, committing at least 10 hours a week to various tasks as
demanded by the team. Please contact the assistant coach, Barry Slagle, for details. He can be




Last Week to Sign Up for "AYC" Intramural Leagues
Details: This is the last week to sign up for "AYC" leagues of Tennis and Racquetball, singles and
doubles, for men and women. "AYC" stands for "At Your Convenience", meaning that the participants




Deadline for Beyond the City's Northern Border has been EXTENDED!
Details: The creative competition “Beyond the City’s Northern Border” deadline has been extended
to Friday, Oct. 2. We urge students who studied abroad during spring or summer 2009 to submit up
to three entries which reflect on their overseas experience. Please see
http://www.wofford.edu/internationalprograms/content.aspx?id=5118 for rules and criteria for
selection. The first prize is $800!
Contact: Office of International Programs
Email: internationalprograms@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4026
Find the Terrier on Tuesday to WIN
Details: Students, don't forget to check the TAGS Facebook page this Tuesday for the second
Terrier clue and your chance to win a Wofford sweatshirt blanket! If you're not yet a TAGS fan on
Facebook, go to www.wofford.edu/tags.aspx for Terrier Tuesday details and the Facebook link. A




Job Off Campus: Part-time
Details: Looking for a babysitter for two children, ages 2 and 5, approximately 6 hours a week, M-W-




For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-US/CSSE/Wofford.
For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/campusSafety/content.aspx?id=33330.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to: http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements.




Subject: ANNOUNCEMENT FROM INFORMATION MANAGEMENT: Web Office/Information Management Office reorganization
Date: September 21, 2009 at 9:08 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu
This message is to inform the campus community about a reorganization that occurred early
this summer involving the Web Office and Information Management. In order to better
utilize the skills present in both the Web Office and Information Management, it was
decided that the Web Office would move from the Office of Communication and Marketing
and become part of Information Management. 
 
More recently two additional changes were made affecting this department.
1.      Craig Sudduth '09 (ext 4174) was hired as Coordinator of Web Content. He will be
the main point of contact for web needs throughout campus. 
2.      Brian Jinwright has accepted a position with SRC Corporation based in Raleigh,








Assistant VP for Information Management
and Institutional Research
Wofford College





Laura H. Corbin, Director of News Services
Wofford College * 429 North  Church Street * Spartanburg, SC  29303
(864) 597-4180 office * (864) 597-4179 fax




Subject: SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT: Death of Elizabeth W. "Betty" Beacham, mother of David Beacham
Date: September 21, 2009 at 4:14 PM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
David Beacham’s mother, Elizabeth W. “Betty” Beacham, died unexpectedly last evening. 
A memorial service will be held Wednesday, September 23, at 3:00 pm at Fourth
Presbyterian Church in Greenville (703 East Washington Street), and will be preceded by a
time for visitation at the church from 1:00 until 2:30 pm.  Memorials have been designated
to Fourth Presbyterian Church, but any charitable contribution would be wonderful.  An
obituary should appear tomorrow (9/22/09) in the Greenville News, the Spartanburg Herald
Journal, and The State.
 
 
Laura H. Corbin, Director of News Services
Wofford College * 429 North  Church Street * Spartanburg, SC  29303
(864) 597-4180 office * (864) 597-4179 fax





Date: September 22, 2009 at 9:12 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
 
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Tuesday, September 22, 2009
Today's Events
Argentina in Music: Ada Lis at Wofford
PSA Lunch and Fellowship
Women’s History Month Interest Meeting
I've Decided to Study Abroad...Now What?
"Fitness @ 5:30 " Series: Cardio-Kickbox Tonight




Communion & A Simple Meal




Dancing in the Moonlight
La U y Tú
Lunch with a Representative from MUSC College of Health Professions
Announcements
Scholarship Opportunity – AES Engineer Solutions Scholarship
Scholarship Opportunity
Job Off Campus: Part-time
No Tango Class Tonight
Important Information Regarding Student Book Vouchers
Jobs On Campus for Work Study Students
Hoping to travel during Interim 2010?
Exploring Ministry as a Vocation?
Today's Events
Argentina in Music: Ada Lis at Wofford
Date/Time: 9/22/2009 11:00:00 AM
Location: Leonard Auditorium
Cost: Free
Details: Please come hear this wonderful Argentinean mezzo soprano; freshmen may use this as an
event for their cultural events requirement. Ada will share several tangos, as well as other
event for their cultural events requirement. Ada will share several tangos, as well as other
Argentinean pieces. Don't miss this opportunity! This marks the beginning of the tenth season of the




PSA Lunch and Fellowship
Date/Time: 9/22/2009 11:15:00 AM
Location: Campus Life Building
Cost: Free





Women's History Month Interest Meeting
Date/Time: 9/22/2009 4:00:00 PM
Location: Campus Life Building
Cost: Free 
Details: If you are interested in being a part of the Women’s History Month events in March 2010,
please join Drs. Nancy Williams and Amy Sweitzer in Campus Life Building at 4 p.m. today. In
recognition of our new Environmental Studies Program, the theme is women and the environment.
We look forward to your ideas!
Contact: Nancy Williams and Amy Sweitzer
Email: williamsnm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4907
I've Decided to Study Abroad...Now What?
Date/Time: 9/22/2009 5:30:00 PM
Location: Pavilion 
Cost: Free 
Details: So I've already turned in my study abroad application and now don't know what to do! If this
sounds like you, come by the Pavilion at 5:30 p.m., Tuesday night. Amy Lancaster and the Office of
Study Abroad will be here to answer any questions that you may have, as well as give you a list of all
the things that you may not have thought of for preparing to study abroad. Light snacks will be




"Fitness @ 5:30" Series: Cardio-Kickbox Tonight
Date/Time: 9/22/2009 5:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free




Society and Justice in the Americas Seminar-Immigration (US/Mexico) 
Date/Time: 9/22/2009 6:00:00 PM
Date/Time: 9/22/2009 6:00:00 PM
Location: Olin 101
Cost: Free
Details: As part of the Society and Justice in the Americas Seminar, Dr. Laura Barbas Rhoden will





Date/Time: 9/22/2009 6:00:00 PM
Location: Game Room
Cost: Free
Details: Come learn about preventable diseases, and the food security of those in other countries
and what you can do to help! When we join as ONE we can make a difference! 




Date/Time: 9/22/2009 6:00:00 PM
Location: PSA House
Cost: Free
Details: Be with us for worship and fellowship as we continue in our study of the book of Hebrews.





Communion & A Simple Meal
Date/Time: 9/23/2009 12:30:00 PM
Location: Mickel Chapel (Main Building)
Cost: Free
Details: Join Chaplain Robinson and the Wofford community for a brief Service of Holy Communion
followed by a simple meal of homemade soup and bread and beverage. Begins at 12:25 p.m. and




Time Out for Tie Dye
Date/Time: 9/23/2009 5:00:00 PM
Location: Lawn in front of Burwell
Cost: Free





What is Islam? 
Date/Time: 9/23/2009 6:30:00 PM
Location: Lobby, Campus Life Building
Cost: Free
Details: If your curiosity has gotten the best of you come join the Muslim Student's Association for
their first meeting of the year. If you can't make it, but are interested in joining to get a better





Date/Time: 9/23/2009 8:15:00 PM
Location: Andrew's Field House
Cost: Free
Details: United is a student led weekly worship service. All are welcome. Join us at 8:15 p.m., in




College Libertarians Meeting 
Date/Time: 9/23/2009 9:00:00 PM
Location: Acorn Cafe
Cost: Free
Details: Do you feel left out by the two major political parties? Want to get involved but don't see
yourself as a Republican or Democrat? Then come to the College Libertarians' first meeting this
Wednesday at 9 p.m., in the Acorn Cafe in Roger Milliken Science Center. We'll discuss ways we
can get more involved on campus. Because, as "South Park" has taught us, when all you have to




Dancing in the Moonlight
Date/Time: 9/24/2009 9:00:00 PM
Location: On the Seal of Main
Cost: Free
Details: WAC is hosting Sandy B and the Allstars for a shagging on the Seal event this Thursday.




La U y Tú
Date/Time: 9/25/2009 3:00:00 PM
Location: Hatcher Gardens
Cost: Free
Details: The first La U y Tú event of the semester will be this Friday from 3-5 p.m., at Hatcher
Gardens in Spartanburg. La U y Tú is a Twin Towers service project where we get together with a
group of 45 1st graders from ARCH after school ministries for an afternoon of fun. We are having a
group of 45 1st graders from ARCH after school ministries for an afternoon of fun. We are having a
photo treasure hunt for the kids this week so we need lots of help! Email Amber if you are interested




Lunch with a Representative from MUSC College of Health Professions
Date/Time: 9/30/2009 11:30:00 AM
Location: Holcombe Room
Cost: Free
Details: Lauren Smith, Recruitment Coordinator at MUSC's College of Health Professions will meet
for lunch with interested students and faculty in Holcombe on Wednesday, Sept. 30. There is no
restriction on the majors who may enter their programs. There are degree programs in, for example,
PT, OT, PA Studies, Health & Research Administration and Rehabilitation Science. Please call





Scholarship Opportunity – AES Engineer Solutions Scholarship
Details: AES Engineer Solutions is pleased to be able to continue offering scholarships to motivated
students to help in the furthering of their education. Their scholarship criteria is based on the belief
that achieving a high grade point average should not be the only criteria for determining who
deserves to be helped. For that reason they are offering a scholarship that will be awarded on the
basis of character, as determined by evaluating the essays that are submitted. These scholarships
are intended for our future leaders across a wide spectrum of fields of study, and is NOT limited to
engineering majors. This scholarship opportunity is available to high school seniors and all students
attending a post secondary educational school. The scholarship award is valued at $500 and the






Details: The Educational Foundation of the S.C. Federation of Business & Professional Women's
Club Inc. offers annual scholarships for continuing education upon graduation from high school as
well as for those who have been in the workforce for a period of time. Scholarship applicants should
be a resident of S.C. The criteria for final selection shall be based on scholastic standing, financial
need and the potential for leadership. The scholarship application and all pertinent information must
reach the Foundation Scholarship Chair, Linda Bilanchone, by Dec. 1. The scholarships are valued
at $1000 and awarded to both women and men. For additional information and to obtain an




Job Off Campus: Part-time
Details: Looking for a babysitter for two children, ages 2 and 5, approximately 6 hours a week, M-W-




No Tango Class Tonight




Important Information Regarding Student Book Vouchers
Details: The Bookstore will not process any additional book vouchers for Fall 2009. This cut-off will
allow for timely updating of student accounts with the Business Office. Thank you, Financial Aid
Office.
Contact: Financial Aid Staff
Email: finaid@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4160
Jobs On Campus for Work Study Students
Details: The Theatre Department has several openings for Work Study students (8) for four to eight





Hoping to travel during Interim 2010?
Details: Any student wishing to commit to one travel/study project should turn in a non-refundable
$1000 deposit and complete Interim 2010 Travel/Study Project Application to Dean Lancaster by no
later than 2 p.m., on Friday, Sept. 25. (Note that JAN 383 and 424 have separate program
applications). Checks only, made out to Wofford College with project destination and W number
noted on "Memo" line). Students may only submit one deposit. Travel/study sponsors will be notified
of any deposits turned in by 4:30 p.m., and can subsequently begin granting overrides according to
selection criteria. Students who submitted a $200 deposit and registered in the spring must submit
$800 to their project sponsors by Friday, Sept. 25. The second round of applications will begin
Monday, Sept. 28, at 8:30 a.m., at which time students may roll their checks over or submit new
applications to the Office of International Programs. Registration will take place from Tuesday, Sept.
29, at 7:30 a.m., until Friday, Oct. 2, at 11 p.m. 
Contact: Office of International Programs
Email: internationalprograms@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4026
Exploring Ministry as a Vocation?
Details: Exploration 2009 will be held in Dallas, Texas Nov. 13-15. Scholarships are available. For











For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/campusSafety/content.aspx?id=33330.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to: http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements.





Subject: CORRECTION: United meeting today at 8:15 p.m.
Date: September 22, 2009 at 1:38 PM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
PLEASE NOTE THIS CORRECTION OF TODAY’S DAILY ANNOUNCEMENTS:
 
United will meet TODAY, not Wednesday.
 
United
Date/Time: 9/22/2009 8:15:00 PM
Location: Andrews Field House
Cost: Free
Details: United is a student led weekly worship service. All are welcome. Join us at






Laura H. Corbin, Director of News Services
Wofford College * 429 North  Church Street * Spartanburg, SC  29303
(864) 597-4180 office * (864) 597-4179 fax





Date: September 23, 2009 at 8:58 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
 
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Wednesday, September 23, 2009
Today's Events
Communion & A Simple Meal
Society and Justice in the Americas Seminar-Immigration (Spain/Africa)
Time Out for Tie Dye





Society and Justice in the Americas Seminar-"Which Way Home" (Documentary)
College Libertarians Meeting
Upcoming Events
LET'S GO. Volleyball Opens Three Day Home Stand Thursday
Dancing in the Moonlight
La U y Tú
Disc Golf Tournament This Friday at 4 P.M.
On-Campus Interviews with Southern Teachers Agency
Announcements
Scholarship Opportunity – AES Engineer Solutions Scholarship
Scholarship Opportunity
Jobs On Campus for Work Study Students
Need Some Bicycle Tools or a Pump?
Sign Up Now for "AYC" Tennis & Racquetball
Two Find Terrier on Tuesday
Seasonal Flu Vaccines
Interfaith at Wofford
Job Off Campus as a Tutor




Communion & A Simple Meal
Date/Time: 9/23/2009 12:25:00 PM
Date/Time: 9/23/2009 12:25:00 PM
Location: Mickel Chapel (Main Building)
Cost: Free
Details: Join Chaplain Robinson and the Wofford community for a brief Service of Holy Communion
followed by a simple meal of homemade soup and bread and beverage. Begins at 12:25 p.m., and




Society and Justice in the Americas Seminar-Immigration (Spain/Africa) 
Date/Time: 9/23/2009 4:00:00 PM
Location: Olin 101
Cost: Free





Time Out for Tie Dye
Date/Time: 9/23/2009 5:00:00 PM
Location: Lawn in front of Burwell
Cost: Free




"Fitness @ 5:30" Series: AB-LAB Tonight
Date/Time: 9/23/2009 5:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free





Date/Time: 9/23/2009 6:00:00 PM
Location: Roger Milliken Science Center, Room 326
Cost: Free
Details: All students interested in the field of dentistry should come to the first pre-dental society
meeting of the year. Projects for the year and shadowing opportunities will be discussed along with a





Date/Time: 9/23/2009 6:00:900 PM
Location: Richardson Building Lobby
Cost: Free
Cost: Free
Details: There will be a Wofford Dance Team interest meeting TONIGHT at 6 p.m., in the lobby of




What is Islam? 
Date/Time: 9/23/2009 6:30:00 PM
Location: Campus Life Building Lobby
Cost: Free
Details: If your curiosity has gotten the best of you come join the Muslim Student's Association for
their first meeting of the year. If you can't make it, but are interested in joining to get a better





Date/Time: 9/23/2009 6:30:00 PM
Location: Portico behind Old Main
Cost: Free
Details: Come join the Methodist campus ministry for some FREE pizza and fellowship. We will get





Society and Justice in the Americas Seminar-"Which Way Home" (Documentary) 
Date/Time: 9/23/2009 7:00:00 PM
Location: Olin 101
Cost: Free
Details: Dr. Patricia Nuriel will provide a brief introduction to this moving documentary. As the United
States continues to build a wall between itself and Mexico, "Which Way Home" shows the personal
side of immigration through the eyes of children who face harrowing dangers with enormous courage




College Libertarians Meeting 
Date/Time: 9/23/2009 9:00:00 PM
Location: Acorn Cafe
Cost: Free
Details: Do you feel left out by the two major political parties? Want to get involved but don't see
yourself as a Republican or Democrat? Like personal liberties and hate taxes? Then come to the
College Libertarians' first meeting this Wednesday at 9 p.m., in the Acorn Cafe (Roger Milliken
Science Center). We'll discuss ways we can get more involved on campus. If you have any





LET'S GO. Volleyball Opens Three Day Home Stand Thursday
Date/Time: 9/24/2009 6:00:00 PM
Location: Benjamin Johnson Arena
Details: Come over the Benjamin Johnson Arena Thursday, Friday and Saturday and cheer on the
Terrier volleyball team! The Terriers battle Southern Wesleyan Thursday at 6 p.m. Let's Go t-shirts
will be on-sale and fans will have the chance to score a free t-shirt during the intermission between
sets 2 and 3! On Friday, Wofford opens the Southern Conference home season against Georgia





Dancing in the Moonlight
Date/Time: 9/24/2009 9:00:00 PM
Location: On the Seal
Cost: Free
Details: WAC is hosting Sandy B and the Allstars for a shagging on the Seal event this Thursday.




La U y Tú
Date/Time: 9/25/2009 3:00:00 PM
Location: Hatcher Gardens
Cost: Free
Details: The first La U y Tú event of the semester will be this Friday from 3-5 p.m. at Hatcher
Gardens in Spartanburg. La U y Tú is a Twin Towers service project where we get together with a
group of 45 1st graders from ARCH after school ministries for an afternoon of fun. We are having a
photo treasure hunt for the kids this week so we need lots of help! Email Amber if you are interested




Disc Golf Tournament this Friday at 4 P.M. 
Date/Time: 9/25/2009 4:00:00 PM
Location: Disc Golf Course
Cost: Free
Details: Join us Friday at 4 p.m. for another Disc Golf Tournament. Free discs will be given away,





On-Campus Interviews with Southern Teachers Agency
Date/Time: 10/13/2009 9:00:00 AM
Location: Career Services Suite
Cost: Free
Details: STA is one of the oldest third-party agencies serving independent and private schools. A
representative will hold interviews on Tuesday, Oct. 13. There are many teaching jobs in the SE:
generally those in middle and high schools do not require certification; those in elementary schools
do. To submit a resume, register on TerrierLink (http://www.collegecentral.com/wofford/), find the STA
job interview listing and upload your resume. Please note these are pre-screened interviews and





Scholarship Opportunity – AES Engineer Solutions Scholarship
Details: AES Engineer Solutions is pleased to be able to continue offering scholarships to motivated
students to help in the furthering of their education. Their scholarship criteria is based on the belief
that achieving a high grade point average should not be the only criteria for determining who
deserves to be helped. For that reason they are offering a scholarship that will be awarded on the
basis of character, as determined by evaluating the essays that are submitted. These scholarships
are intended for our future leaders across a wide spectrum of fields of study, and is NOT limited to
engineering majors. This scholarship opportunity is available to high school seniors and all students
attending a post secondary educational school. The scholarship award is valued at $500 and the






Details: The Educational Foundation of the S.C. Federation of Business & Professional Women's
Club Inc. offers annual scholarships for continuing education upon graduation from high school as
well as for those who have been in the workforce for a period of time. Scholarship applicants should
be a resident of S.C. The criteria for final selection shall be based on scholastic standing, financial
need and the potential for leadership. The scholarship application and all pertinent information must
reach the Foundation Scholarship Chair, Linda Bilanchone, by Dec. 1. The scholarships are valued
at $1000 and awarded to both women and men. For additional information and to obtain an




Jobs On Campus for Work Study Students
Details: The Theatre Department has several openings for Work Study students (8) for four to eight






Need Some Bicycle Tools or a Pump?
Details: Stop by the Campus Ministry Office (bottom floor, Main Building near Portico entrance) to




Sign Up Now for "AYC" Tennis & Racquetball
Details: Sign-ups are still being accepted for "AYC" tennis and racquetball, singles and doubles, for
men and women. All IM/REC activities are open to students, faculty, and staff, and their families.




Two Find Terrier on Tuesday
Details: Congratulations to Josh Whitney '13 and Taylor Wagener '13 -Terrier Tuesday’s winners!
The duo joined forces to find the Terrier hidden in a tree near the 4th tee on the Frisbee golf course
and returned him to the Development Office just 18 minutes after the clue was announced via
Facebook! A new clue will be posted to the TAGS (Teaching Annual Giving to Students) Facebook
page next Tuesday (9/29) and every Tuesday this semester. Can you beat Josh and Taylor's time?





Details: For Your Information: Health Services is expecting their shipment of seasonal flu vaccines
this week. Flu clinic dates will be announced through the daily announcements. We will also keep
you updated on the availability of the H1N1 vaccine when it is available. Please continue to use






Details: Please continue to spread the word about the Interfaith initiative at Wofford! Also, please





Job Off Campus as a Tutor
Details: A junior at Dorman High School is looking for a tutor in Algebra III. Please contact either of
the following for details: Amanda Mathis, Communications and Marketing Specialist City of
Spartanburg amathis@cityofspartanburg.org or Sonya Culbreth, City of Spartanburg
Communications & Marketing Specialist, 145 W. Broad Street, Spartanburg, at 864-596-2020 or fax





Join a Committee on Campus Union
Details: Joining a Campus Union committee is a terrific way to get involved on campus. With six
committees there is sure to be one that interests you. The committees consist of: Financial Affairs,
Campus Relations, Facility Affairs, Wofford Activities Council (W.A.C.), Fun Funds, and Wofford
Athletics and Recreation (W.A.R). The applications to join a committee are online through the
Campus Union website. The applications will be available Sept. 23 online, and are due Friday, Oct.






Details: Completed "Homecoming Packets" for all organizations are due today by 5 p.m. Please




For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/campusSafety/content.aspx?id=33330.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to: http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements.






Date: September 24, 2009 at 8:43 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
 




Southern Sounds Music Series Featuring Kenneth Law
A Demonstration of Drunk Driving
"Fitness @ 5:30" Series: PI-YO Class Tonight
LET'S GO. Volleyball Opens Three Day Home Stand Tonight
Service and Civic Engagement
Society and Justice in the Americas Seminar-"Salud" (Documentary)
Dancing in the Moonlight
Upcoming Events
La U y Tú
Disc Golf Tournament Tomorrow at 4 P.M.
LET'S GO. Men's Soccer at Home Friday & Sunday
Mochas, Muffins, and a Movie
Your Future: Have You Ever Thought of a Place Like Wofford?
Announcements
Washington Internship Program - Spring Application Deadline
Exploring Ministry as a vocation?
Job Off Campus as a Tutor
Sign Up for "AYC" Tennis/Racquetball Now
Job Off-Campus, Part-Time








Details: For those of us who missed out on Tuesday, you are invited to once again be with us for





Southern Sounds Music Series Featuring Kenneth Law
Date/Time: 9/24/2009 11:30:00 AM
Location: AAAS Lounge (Burwell) 
Cost: Free and open to the public
Details: Join us for the second program in the Southern Sounds Music Series. Cellist Kenneth Law
will perform and speak about his music. Mr. Law is on faculty at Converse College and is principal
cellist of the Spartanburg Philharmonic Orchestra. He has appeared nationally as soloist and
recitalist, and chamber music performances include appearances at the German Embassy in
Washington, D.C., the Kennedy Center’s Terrace Theater, the Metropolitan Museum of Art, Jazz at




A Demonstration of Drunken Driving
Date/Time: 9/24/2009 5:00:00 PM
Location: In the circle between Greene and Marsh
Cost: Free
Details: The event is designed to put students in a situation when they are under the influence of
alcohol. Hopefully, by attending this program students will be more aware of the risk of drunk driving




"Fitness @ 5:30" Series: PI-YO Class Tonight
Date/Time: 9/24/2009 5:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free




LET'S GO. Volleyball Opens Three Day Home Stand Tonight
Date/Time: 9/24/2009 6:00:00 PM
Location: Benjamin Johnson Arena
Details: Come over the Benjamin Johnson Arena tonight, Friday and Saturday and cheer on the
Terrier volleyball team! The Terriers battle Southern Wesleyan TONIGHT at 6 p.m. Let's Go t-shirts
will be on-sale and fans will have the chance to score a free t-shirt during the intermission between
sets 2 and 3! On Friday, Wofford opens the Southern Conference home season against Georgia






Service and Civic Engagement
Date/Time: 9/24/2009 6:45:00 PM
Location: Olin 116
Cost: Free
Details: The Foreign Languages presents the first series of the Service and Civic Engagement
within the Hispanic Heritage Month. The program: Catherine Raymer will talk about her experience
with SAF (Student Action with Farm Workers). Jose Reyes will explain his volunteer work in a local





Society and Justice in the Americas Seminar-"Salud" (Documentary)
Date/Time: 9/24/2009 7:00:00 PM
Location: Olin 101
Cost: Free
Details: A timely examination of human values and the health issues that affect us all, "!Salud!"
looks at the curious case of Cuba, a cash-strapped country with what the BBC calls ‘one of the
world’s best health systems.’ From the shores of Africa to the Americas, "!Salud!" hits the road with
some of the 28,000 Cuban health professionals serving in 68 countries, and explores the hearts and
minds of international medical students in Cuba -- now numbering 30,000, including nearly 100 from
the USA. Their stories plus testimony from experts around the world bring home the competing
agendas that mark the battle for global health—and the complex realities confronting the movement




Dancing in the Moonlight
Date/Time: 9/24/2009 9:00:00 PM
Location: On the Seal
Cost: Free
Details: WAC is hosting Sandy B and the Allstars for a shagging on the Seal event tonight. Come




Your Future: Have You Ever Thought of a Place Like Wofford?
Date/Time: 9/28/2009 4:00:00 PM
Location: Career Services
Cost: Free
Details: Wofford graduates thrive in independent school teaching: have YOU ever thought about
teaching in a great private school? Please come to a pre-interview, informal meeting with Dr. Akers
in Career Services, to learn about your future in a place like Wofford. Our meeting is Monday, Sept.
28, at 4 p.m., in Career Services. We will talk about the Southern Teachers Agency and how they
and others recruit here at Wofford for people like you. STA is one of the oldest third-party agencies
serving independent and private schools. A representative will hold interviews on Tuesday, Oct. 13.
There are many teaching jobs in the South--and other areas: generally those in middle and high
schools do NOT require certification (those in elementary schools do). (To submit a resume now,
schools do NOT require certification (those in elementary schools do). (To submit a resume now,
register on TerrierLink (http://www.collegecentral.com/wofford/), find the STA job interview listing and
upload your resume.) Please note these are pre-screened interviews and signing up does not





La U y Tú
Date/Time: 9/25/2009 3:00:00 PM
Location: Hatcher Gardens
Cost: 
Details: The first La U y Tú event of the semester will be tomorrow from 3-5 p.m. at Hatcher
Gardens in Spartanburg. La U y Tú is a Twin Towers service project where we get together with a
group of 45 1st graders from ARCH after school ministries for an afternoon of fun. We are having a
photo treasure hunt for the kids this week so we need lots of help! Email Amber if you are interested




Disc Golf Tournament Tomorrow at 4 P.M. 
Date/Time: 9/25/2009 4:00:00 PM
Location: Disc Golf Course
Cost: Free
Details: Join us tomorrow at the Disc Golf Course for a tournament at 4 p.m. It will last approx. 45
minutes. Free discs will be given away, compliments of Campus Union, and prizes will be awarded to




LET'S GO. Men's Soccer at Home Friday & Sunday
Date/Time: 9/25/2009 7:00:00 PM
Location: Snyder Field
Cost: Free
Details: The Wofford men's soccer team is in action Friday night against Belmont at Snyder Field.
The match begins at 7 p.m. On Sunday afternoon, the Terriers celebrate September as Youth Soccer
Month with special giveaways and prizes for fans including Launch-A-Ball at halftime for the chance
to win various restaurant gift cards as well as a $50 Wal-Mart gift card! The match begins at 2 p.m.




Mochas, Muffins, and a Movie




Details: Come join the freshmen RAs in Greene Lobby to enjoy some muffins and a mocha while we





Washington Internship Program - Spring Application Deadline
Details: Juniors and seniors interested in studying in Washington, D.C., this spring should submit
their application by today. Eligible students must have a 3.3 GPA and be receiving Wofford merit




Exploring Ministry as a Vocation?
Details: Exploration 2009 will be held in Dallas, Texas November 13-15. Scholarships are available.





Job Off Campus as a Tutor
Details: A junior at Dorman High School is looking for a tutor in Algebra III. Please contact either of
the following for details: Amanda Mathis, Communications and Marketing Specialist, City of
Spartanburg amathis@cityofspartanburg.org or Sonya Culbreth, City of Spartanburg





Sign Up For "AYC" Tennis/Racquetball Now






Details: Landrum United Methodist Church is seeking a part-time Music Director for worship
leadership, including directing choir, and other music programs. Proficiency in musical instrument
(piano or organ) required. Passion, energy & enthusiasm are of highest importance. Send resume to






Deadline to Vote for Sophomore Campus Union Delegates Extended
Details: Because the elections to vote for the sophomore delegates to the Campus Union were
delayed by technical difficulties, the election deadline has been extended until noon on Thursday,
Sept. 24. Sophomores who have not received a ballot and wish to vote should e-mail Matt Abee, the










For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/campusSafety/content.aspx?id=33330.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to: http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements.






Date: September 25, 2009 at 8:52 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
 
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Friday, September 25, 2009
Today's Events
La U y Tú
Disc Golf Tournament Today at 4 P.M. Free Discs
LET'S GO. Men's Soccer at Home Tonight & Sunday
Upcoming Events
Wofford v. Chattanooga FOOTBALL Game
Mochas, Muffins, and a Movie
Wofford Outdoors Club Day Hike
Rush Orientation Meeting
Hebrew Club
Your Future: Have You Ever Thought of a Place Like Wofford?
Announcements
Hoping to Travel During Interim 2010?
Job Off-Campus, Part-Time
Sign up Now for "AYC" Tennis and Racquetball
Congratulations to the New Campus Union Delegates
 
Today's Events
La U y Tú
Date/Time: 9/25/2009 3:00:00 PM
Location: Hatcher Gardens
Cost: Free
Details: The first La U y Tú event of the semester is today from 3-5 p.m. at Hatcher Gardens in
Spartanburg. La U y Tú is a Twin Towers service project where we get together with a group of 45
1st graders from ARCH after school ministries for an afternoon of fun. We are having a photo
treasure hunt for the kids this week so we need lots of help! Just show up if you want to help out, or
if you need a ride call Amber! 




Disc Golf Tournament Today at 4 P.M. Free Discs
Date/Time: 9/25/2009 4:00:00 PM
Location: Disc Golf Course
Cost: Free
Details: Join us this afternoon at 4 p.m., for a Disc Golf Tournament! Free discs will be given away,
compliments of Campus Union, and prizes will be awarded to the winners. No need to sign up, just




LET'S GO. Men's soccer at home tonight & Sunday
Date/Time: 9/25/2009 7:00:00 PM
Location: Snyder Field
Details: The Wofford men's soccer team is in action tonight against Belmont at Snyder Field. The
match begins at 7 p.m. On Sunday afternoon, the Terriers celebrate September as Youth Soccer
Month with special giveaways and prizes for fans including Launch-A-Ball at halftime for the chance
to win various restaurant gift cards as well as a $50 Wal-Mart gift card! The match begins at 2 p.m.




Your Future: Have You Ever Thought of a Place Like Wofford?
Date/Time: 9/28/2009 4:00:00 PM
Location: Career Services
Cost: Free
Details: Wofford graduates thrive in independent school teaching: have YOU ever thought about
teaching in a great private school? Please come to a pre-interview, informal meeting with Dr. Akers
in Career Services, to learn about your future in a place like Wofford. Our meeting is Monday, Sept.
28, at 4 p.m., in Career Services. We will talk about the Southern Teachers Agency and how they
and others recruit here at Wofford for people like you. STA is one of the oldest third-party agencies
serving independent and private schools. A representative will hold interviews on Tuesday, Oct. 13.
There are many teaching jobs in the South--and other areas: generally those in middle and high
schools do NOT require certification (those in elementary schools do). (To submit a resume now,
register on TerrierLink (http://www.collegecentral.com/wofford/), find the STA job interview listing and
upload your resume.) Please note these are pre-screened interviews and signing up does not





Wofford v. Chattanooga FOOTBALL Game
Wofford v. Chattanooga FOOTBALL Game
Date/Time: 9/26/2009 6:00:00 PM
Location: Olin Theater
Cost: Free
Details: Come watch the Wofford Terriers take on the Chattanooga Mocs in Olin Theater! The game
will not be televised, but we can watch it online through SoCon TV on the big screen in Olin Theater.




Mochas, Muffins, and a Movie
Date/Time: 9/26/2009 9:30:00 PM
Location: Greene Lobby
Cost: Free
Details: Come join the freshmen RAs in Greene Lobby to enjoy some muffins and a mocha while we




Wofford Outdoors Club Day Hike
Date/Time: 9/27/2009 9:00:00 AM
Location: Meet at the Pavilion 
Cost: Free
Details: The Wofford Outdoor Club will be going on a day hike this Sunday, Sept. 27, to Raven Cliff
Falls. Meet at the Pavilion at 9 a.m. in the morning with water, food, rain gear, and sturdy shoes. We
should return around 3 p.m. If you have any questions, feel free to contact me. All are welcome. 




Date/Time: 9/28/2009 6:00:00 PM
Location: McMillan Theater
Cost: Free
Details: Mandatory for all men participating in IFC rush. All fraternity presidents will be present and





Date/Time: 10/1/2009 6:15:00 PM
Location: Olin 116
Cost: Free
Details: Shalom! Want to learn Hebrew and not have homework? This not-for-credit club will be a
fun, informal introduction to the language. Open to everyone! Meeting times: Thursdays 6:15 - 7





Hoping to travel during Interim 2010?
Details: Any student wishing to commit to one travel/study project should turn in a non-refundable
$1000 deposit and complete Interim 2010 Travel/Study Project Application
(http://www.wofford.edu/interim/content.aspx?id=40556) to Dean Lancaster by no later than 2 p.m.,
today (Note that JAN 383 and 424 have separate program applications). Checks only, made out to
Wofford College with project destination and W number noted on "Memo" line). Students may only
submit one deposit. Travel/study sponsors will be notified of any deposits turned in by 4:30 p.m., and
can subsequently begin granting overrides according to selection criteria. Students who submitted a
$200 deposit and registered in the spring must submit $800 to their project sponsors by Friday, Sept.
25. The second round of applications will begin Monday, Sept. 28, at 8:30 a.m. at which time
students may roll their checks over or submit new applications to the Office of International
Programs. Registration will take place from Tuesday, Sept. 29, at 7:30 a.m. until Friday, Oct. 2, at 11
p.m. 




Details: Landrum United Methodist Church is seeking a part-time Music Director for worship
leadership, including directing choir, and other music programs. Proficiency in musical instrument
(piano or organ) required. Passion, energy & enthusiasm are of highest importance. Send resume to





Sign up Now for "AYC" Tennis and Racquetball
Details: Time is running out to join our tennis and racquetball leagues! Email Coach Traylor to be




Congratulations to the New Campus Union Delegates
Details: The Campus Union would like to congratulate Bone Holt, Tony Ream, Cameron Rotton,
Brittany Walker, Danner Banfield, and Brantlee Tinsley on being elected as the new delegates for the
Freshman class. Also, congratulations to Lisa Morris for being elected in a special election to fill a
vacancy in the sophomore delegation. Please let these students know if they can be of any help in




For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Daily Announcements
Date: September 28, 2009 at 8:52 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
 
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Monday, September 28, 2009
Today's Events




CCCS Study Abroad Interest Meeting
Interested in an Internship in New York City?
La Mesa Española
National Oil Companies and the Global Energy Industry
College Republican Movie Night: Gran Torino
WAC Quintessential Trivia Night
Lunch with Representative from MUSC College of Health Professions
Economics Guest Speaker on Wednesday
Band Party Featuring Recycled Percussion!
National Depression Screening Day
Announcements
Free Herald-Journal Newspapers Available Around Campus!
Deadline for Beyond the City's Northern Border has been EXTENDED!
Need Some Bicycle Tools or a Pump?
No AB-LAB Class Tonight
Last Week for Tennis/Racquetball Sign-Ups
The Future is Now: Opportunities (work or intern) with the NFL
Work at Spartanburg's Most Creative, Happening Place: Hub-Bub
Happy New Year (Yom Kippur)
 
Today's Events
Society and Justice in the Americas Seminar-Graffiti and Protest
Society and Justice in the Americas Seminar-Graffiti and Protest
Date/Time: 9/28/2009 4:00:00 PM
Location: Olin 101
Cost: Free
Details: As part of the Society and Justice in the Americas Seminar, Dr. Denise Frazier will present





Date/Time: 9/28/2009 6:00:00 PM
Location: McMillan Theater
Cost: Free
Details: Mandatory for all men participating in IFC rush. All fraternity presidents will be present and





Date/Time: 9/28/2009 6:00:00 PM
Location: Acorn Cafe
Cost: Free
Details: Join Amnesty International to discuss upcoming plans for this semester, with topics
including migrant farm worker rights, issues of immigration and the living wage. New ideas are also






CCCS Study Abroad Interest Meeting
Date/Time: 9/29/2009 11:00:00 AM
Location: Olin 118
Cost: Free
Details: Students interested in studying in Argentina and Spain during the semester or summer




Interested in an Internship in New York City?
Date/Time: 9/29/2009 11:00:00 AM
Location: Main 007
Cost: Free
Details: Students interested in learning more about internship opportunities with the Bard
Globalization and International Affairs (BGIA) program in Manhattan should attend this meeting.





Date/Time: 9/29/2009 3:00:00 PM
Location: Outside Burwell, Beside Main Fountain
Cost: Free
Details: All Wofford Community welcome! Stop by anytime from 3-4 p.m. and chat in Spanish, play
different board games and just have a good time while improving your Spanish skills. Te esperamos!
Contact: Begoña Caballero and Galia Rodriguez
Email: caballerogarciamb@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4901
National Oil Companies and the Global Energy Industry
Date/Time: 9/29/2009 4:00:00 PM
Location: Daniel 203
Cost: Free
Details: "The changing face of globalization in the world energy industry: The case of national oil
companies" Carter Page will explain how national oil companies and their state sponsors have been
redefining the trends in globalization in the past two years. Carter Page is director of the Bard
Globalization and International Affairs (BGIA) Program in Manhattan. He is also a Partner of Global
Energy Capital, a financial institution focused on energy investment, and a member of the Council on
Foreign Relations.
Contact: William E. DeMars
Email: demarswe@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4598
College Republican Movie Night: Gran Torino 
Date/Time: 9/29/2009 7:45:00 PM
Location: McMillan Theater 
Cost: Free 
Details: Take a study break, watch a movie, and grab some food! This event is open to all Wofford
students, so even if you are not a College Republican, come out to enjoy Gran Torino and learn
more about what we do on campus! Hope to see you there! 
Contact: Ellen Shrader 
Email: shraderee@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 425-463-5450
WAC Quintessential Trivia Night
Date/Time: 9/29/2009 8:00:00 PM
Location: Student Life Center
Cost: Free





Lunch with Representative from MUSC College of Health Professions




Details: A reminder that Lauren Smith of MUSC's College of Health Professions
(www.musc.edu/chp) will have lunch with interested students and faculty on Wednesday, Sept. 30, in
the Holcombe Room. Because of limited seating, please call to reserve your place. Also note that the
USC Arnold School of Public Health and four schools of pharmacy will be in the Great Oaks Hall on




Economics Guest Speaker on Wednesday
Date/Time: 9/30/2009 3:30:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium
Cost: Free
Details: Dr. Robert Levy, chairman of the Cato Institute's board of directors and senior fellow in
constitutional studies, will speak Wednesday on the District of Columbia v. Heller case - how 3 public
interest lawyers challenged the D.C. gun ban in the US Supreme Court (including arguments on both




Band Party featuring Recycled Percussion!
Date/Time: 9/30/2009 10:00:00 PM
Location: In Front of Old Main
Cost: Free
Details: Come out this Wednesday night immediately after the Mr. Wofford competition to see the
band Recycled Percussion perform! Recycled Percussion is a unique band that uses only recycled
instruments. They recently placed third on America's Got Talent and have played on the Carson Daly





National Depression Screening Day
Date/Time: 10/8/2009 11:30:00 AM
Location: Anna Todd
Cost: Free
Details: This is a “lunch n’ learn” event on Oct. 8, from 11:30-1 p.m., in Anna Todd Wofford Center.
The Carolina Center for Behavioral Health (formerly Charter of Greer) will be administering
Depression Screenings, talking to students about depression, resources and offering assistance to
those who feel they need it. Lunch is provided but you must RSVP by Oct. 1! Limited seating is
available. Hurry and reserve your space today! For more information, please feel free to contact me.






Free Herald-Journal Newspapers Available Around Campus!
Details: In a long-standing relationship between Wofford and the Spartanburg Herald-Journal
newspaper, free newspapers are available to students six days a week. Stay informed on what is
happening in your community by picking up a paper at these residential locations: Marsh, Greene,




Deadline for Beyond the City's Northern Border has been EXTENDED!
Details: The creative competition “Beyond the City’s Northern Border” deadline has been extended
to Friday, Oct. 2. We urge students who studied abroad during spring or summer 2009 to submit up
to three entries which reflect on their overseas experience. Please see
http://www.wofford.edu/internationalprograms/content.aspx?id=5118 for rules and criteria for
selection. The first prize is $800!
Contact: Office of International Programs
Email: internationalprograms@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4026
Need Some Bicycle Tools or a Pump?
Details: Stop by the Campus Ministry Office (Bottom floor, Main Building near Portico entrance) to




No AB-LAB Class Tonight




Last Week for Tennis/Racquetball Sign-Ups
Details: This will be the last week to sign up for "AYC" tennis and racquetball. Play will begin next





The Future is Now: Opportunities (work or intern) with the NFL
Details: The National Football League would like to inform you about great opportunities for qualified
students with the nation’s most popular sports league. NFL Entry Level programs consist of an entry
level rotation program for currently enrolled undergraduates in their senior year and an internship
program for current juniors. The NFL’s Junior Rotational Program is currently posted at
www.nfl.apply2jobs.com and on MonsterTRAK and NACElink. The deadline for applications is Oct.




Work at Spartanburg's Most Creative, Happening Place: Hub-Bub
Details: Hub-Bub is on a fast track to hire an assistant for 10-12 hours a week. Any recent graduate





Happy New Year (Yom Kippur) 





For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/campusSafety/content.aspx?id=33330.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to: http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements.






Date: September 29, 2009 at 9:34 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
 
Wofford College Daily Announcements for Tuesday, September 29, 2009
Today's Events
Novel Experience Convocation
Interested in an Internship in New York City?
CCCS Study Abroad Interest Meeting
PSA Lunch
La Mesa Española
National Oil Companies and the Global Energy Industry
Society and Justice in the Americas Seminar-The Maquila Industry
Tango Class Tonight @ 4:45 p.m.
"Fitness @ 5:30" Series: Cardio/Kickbox Tonight
PSA Tuesday Worship
College Republican Movie Night: Gran Torino




Communion and a Simple Meal
Economics Guest Speaker on DC Gun Ban Case
College Libertarians' Meeting
Band Party featuring Recycled Percussion!
Lecture: Was Socrates a Democrat?
Hebrew Club
Israel and Palestine: Looking Ahead to 2010




The Future is Now: Opportunities (work or intern) with the NFL
Work at Spartanburg's Most Creative, Happening Place: Hub-Bub
Portfolio Center - Atlanta
Scholarship Opportunity
Class Rings at the Bookstore
It's Terrier Tuesday
Job On-Campus for Work Study Student




Date/Time: 9/29/2009 11:00:00 AM
Location: Leonard Auditorium
Cost: Free
Details: Please join us in Leonard Auditorium this morning at 11 a.m., for a convocation featuring
author Ron Rash, whose book One Foot in Eden was our choice for the Novel Experience. Rash will





Interested in an Internship in New York City?
Date/Time: 9/29/2009 11:00:00 AM
Location: Main 007
Cost: Free
Details: Students interested in learning more about internship opportunities with the Bard




CCCS Study Abroad Interest Meeting
Date/Time: 9/29/2009 11:00:00 AM
Location: Olin 118
Cost: Free
Details: Students interested in studying in Argentina and Spain during the semester or summer





Date/Time: 9/29/2009 11:15:00 AM
Location: Campus Life Building
Cost: Free
Details: We hope to see you this week as we continue in fellowship over lunch and a bible study. All





Date/Time: 9/29/2009 3:00:00 PM
Location: Outside Burwell, Beside Main Fountain
Cost: Free
Details: All Wofford Community welcome! Stop by anytime from 3-4 p.m. and chat in Spanish, play
different board games and just have a good time while improving your Spanish skills. Te esperamos!
Contact: Begoña Caballero and Galia Rodriguez
Contact: Begoña Caballero and Galia Rodriguez
Email: caballerogarciamb@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4901
National Oil Companies and the Global Energy Industry
Date/Time: 9/29/2009 4:00:00 PM
Location: Daniel 203
Cost: Free
Details: "The changing face of globalization in the world energy industry: The case of national oil
companies" Carter Page will explain how national oil companies and their state sponsors have been
redefining the trends in globalization in the past two years. Carter Page is director of the Bard
Globalization and International Affairs (BGIA) Program in Manhattan. He is also a Partner of Global
Energy Capital, a financial institution focused on energy investment, and a member of the Council on
Foreign Relations.
Contact: William E. DeMars
Email: demarswe@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4598
Society and Justice in the Americas Seminar-The Maquila Industry
Date/Time: 9/29/2009 4:00:00 PM
Location: Olin 101
Cost: Free
Details: As part of the Society and Justice in the Americas Seminar, Dr. Iliana Villanueva will present




Tango Class Tonight @ 4:45 p.m. 
Date/Time: 9/29/2009 4:45:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: Join us tonight for Tango Class. You don't need to bring a partner, and there is no need to




"Fitness @ 5:30" Series: Cardio/Kickbox Tonight
Date/Time: 9/29/2009 5:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free





Date/Time: 9/29/2009 6:00:00 PM
Location: PSA House
Cost: Free
Details: Grow with us as we come together for our weekly study of the book of Hebrews. Dinner is
provided. We hope to see you there!




College Republican Movie Night: Gran Torino 
Date/Time: 9/29/2009 7:45:00 PM
Location: McMillan Theater 
Cost: Free
Details: Take a study break, watch a movie, grab some food! This event is open to all Wofford
students, so even if you are not a College Republican, come out to enjoy Gran Torino and learn
more about what we do on campus! Hope to see you there! 
Contact: Ellen Shrader 
Email: shraderee@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 425-463-5450
WAC Quintessential Trivia Night
Date/Time: 9/29/2009 8:00:00 PM
Location: Campus Life Building
Cost: Free





Date/Time: 9/29/2009 8:15:00 PM
Location: Andrew's Field House
Cost: Free







Date/Time: 9/30/2009 9:30:00 AM
Location: Anna Todd Wofford Center
Cost: Free
Details: On Sept. 30, there will be two meditation sessions led by Ven. Bhikkhuni Sudhamma in
Anna Todd Wofford Center. All are welcome to attend. Make sure to wear non-constricting clothing
and bring a cushion along with you if you can. The first session begins at 9:30 a.m.; the second one




Communion and a Simple Meal
Date/Time: 9/30/2009 12:15:00 PM
Location: Mickel Chapel
Cost: Free
Details: Please come join us for Communion at 12:25 p.m., in Mickel Chapel. The service will be




Economics Guest Speaker on DC Gun Ban Case
Date/Time: 9/30/2009 3:30:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium
Cost: Free
Details: Dr. Robert Levy, chairman of the Cato Institute's board of directors and senior fellow in
constitutional studies, will speak tomorrow on the District of Columbia v. Heller case - how 3 public
interest lawyers challenged the D.C. gun ban in the U.S. Supreme Court (including arguments on





Date/Time: 9/30/2009 7:30:00 PM
Location: Acorn Cafe 
Cost: Free
Details: If you didn't get a chance to come out to our first meeting last week, you have another
chance this Wednesday. We'll be meeting at the Acorn Cafe at 7:30 p.m. Come ready to talk and




Band Party featuring Recycled Percussion!
Date/Time: 9/30/2009 10:00:00 PM
Location: In Front of Old Main
Cost: Free
Details: Come out this tomorrow night immediately after the Mr. Wofford competition to see the band
Recycled Percussion perform! Recycled Percussion is a unique band that uses only recycled
instruments. They recently placed third on America's Got Talent and have played on the Carson Daly





Lecture: Was Socrates a Democrat?
Date/Time: 10/1/2009 4:00:00 PM
Location: Olin Theater
Cost: Free
Details: Speaker Professor David C.K. Curry (Woffford '81). Join us as we kick of the Philosophy 70
Lecture Series honoring Professor James Keller.
Contact: Professor Charles D. Kay




Date/Time: 10/1/2009 6:15:00 PM
Location: Olin 116
Cost: Free
Details: Shalom! Want to learn Hebrew and not have homework? This not-for-credit club will be a
fun, informal introduction to the language. Open to everyone! Meeting times: Thursdays 6:15-7 p.m.,




Israel and Palestine: Looking Ahead to 2010
Date/Time: 10/1/2009 7:00:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium
Cost: Free
Details: Ethan Bronner, Jerusalem bureau chief for the New York Times, will speak at 7 p.m. on
Thursday, Oct. 1, in Leonard Auditorium. His topic will be "Israel and Palestine: Looking Ahead to
2010." A question/answer session will follow his address. 
Contact: Byron R. McCane
Email: mccanebr@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4562
Separating Truth from Fiction: How We Do It at The New York Times
Date/Time: 10/2/2009 10:00:00 AM
Location: Anna Todd Wofford Center
Cost: Free
Details: Ethan Bronner, Jerusalem bureau chief for the New York Times, will host a roundtable
discussion from 10 a.m. until noon on Friday, Oct. 2, in Anna Todd Wofford Center. The topic will be
"Separating Truth from Fiction: How We Do It at The New York Times." 
Contact: Byron R. McCane
Email: mccanebr@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4562
Seasonal Influenza Clinic: Friday, Oct. 2 at 2 p.m. 
Date/Time: 10/2/2009 2:00:00 PM
Location: Health Services
Cost: Free
Details: We have received 1/2 of our doses for the seasonal flu vaccine. On Friday, Oct. 2, we will
hold a Flu Clinic in Health Services. It will be first come, first serve. We will begin at 2 p.m. Please
enter Health Services through the side door closest to the parking lot. If you are able to receive a flu





Date/Time: 10/3/2009 8:00:00 PM
Location: Behind Old Maine
Cost: Free
Cost: Free
Details: Casual concert played by Black Beard's Truck from 8 p.m. to midnight. Light snacks and





The Future is Now: Opportunities (work or intern) with the NFL
Details: The National Football League would like to inform you about great opportunities for qualified
students with the nation’s most popular sports league. NFL Entry Level programs consist of an entry
level rotation program for currently enrolled undergraduates in their senior year and an internship
program for current juniors. The NFL’s Junior Rotational Program is currently posted at
www.nfl.apply2jobs.com and on MonsterTRAK and NACElink. The deadline for applications is Oct.




Work at Spartanburg's Most Creative, Happening Place: Hub-Bub
Details: Hub-Bub is on a fast track to hire an assistant for 10-12 hours a week. Any recent graduate





Portfolio Center - Atlanta
Details: Career Services' Graduate/Law School Day is a week from tomorrow (Tuesday, Oct. 6). An
addition to the list of 40 universities is the Portfolio Center in Atlanta. Their programs include graphic
design, art direction, digital media, photography, illustration, and copywriting. To receive a complete






Details: Altrusa International Inc. of Spartanburg is now accepting applications for the Eula Sherman
Scholarship. Several $600 scholarships will be awarded to non-traditional students for the second
semester 2009-2010. Qualifications: Spartanburg County residents who are planning to stay in this
area; have been out of high school for six or more years & are seeking to upgrade work skills. The
qualified applicant should also have demonstrated financial need. The application deadline date is





Class Rings at the Bookstore
Details: Juniors and Seniors - Jostens will be at the bookstore this week. They will be here Thursday
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m., Friday from 1 – 5 p.m., and Saturday from 9:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. We look





Details: TAGS fans, make sure you log in to Facebook at 11 a.m. to get today's Terrier Tuesday
clue! Find the Terrier hidden somewhere on campus and win a fantastic Wofford sweatshirt blanket!
If you're not already a TAGS (Teaching Annual Giving to Students) fan, go to




Job On-Campus for Work Study Student
Details: Campus Ministry is looking for a Work-Study student to help with Communion each week
from 11:30 a.m. – 1 p.m. Please contact Ms. Lindy Bunch, office manager in Main Building at




Interfaith Luncheon – Last Day to RSVP
Details: Today is the last day to RSVP for the Interfaith Luncheon on Thursday, Oct. 1 in Olin 201.
Feel free to come and bring a friend even if you have not previously expressed interest in the group.




For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/campusSafety/content.aspx?id=33330.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to: http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements.






Date: September 30, 2009 at 8:57 AM
To: Wofford Staff WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
 




Communion and a Simple Meal
Economics Guest Speaker Today
World Film Series - "Sin nombre"
Catholic Student Association Meeting Tonight
"Fitness @ 5:30" Series:: AB-LAB Class Tonight
World Film Series - "Sin nombre"
College Libertarians Meeting
Band Party Featuring Recycled Percussion
Upcoming Events
Disc Golf Tourney Tomorrow @ 4 p.m. Free Discs
Time Change for the Seasonal Flu Vaccine Clinic, Friday, Oct. 2, at 8 a.m.
Homecoming Service of Worship
Announcements
Scholarship Opportunity
Job On-Campus for Work Study Student
A New Terrier Tuesday Record
Faculty/Staff Homecoming Lunch Tickets




Date/Time: 9/30/2009 9:30:00 AM
Location: Anna Todd Wofford Center
Cost: Free
Details: On Sept. 30, there will be two meditation sessions led by Ven. Bhikkhuni Sudhamma in
Anna Todd Wofford Center. All are welcome to attend. Make sure to wear non-constricting clothing
and bring a cushion along with you if you can. The first session begins at 9:30 a.m.; the second one






Date/Time: 9/30/2009 11:00:00 AM
Location: Burwell
Cost: $20.00
Details: IFC Stickers will be sold in Burwell today and tomorrow during lunch (11 a.m. – 1 p.m.). The
price of a sticker will be $20. Beginning next weekend, you must have one of these to be admitted




Communion and a Simple Meal
Date/Time: 9/30/2009 12:15:00 PM
Location: Mickel Chapel
Cost: Free
Details: Please come join us for Communion at 12:25 p.m., in Mickel Chapel. The service will be




Economics Guest Speaker Today
Date/Time: 9/30/2009 3:30:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium
Cost: Free
Details: Robert Levy, chairman of the board of directors of the Cato Institute in Washington, will
speak on Anatomy of a Lawsuit: District of Columbia v. Heller - how 3 public interest lawyers
challenged the D.C. gun ban in the U.S. Supreme Court (including arguments on both sides and
implications for the future). (Dr. Levy was co-counsel to Mr. Heller.) A web page on Dr. Levy with




World Film Series - "Sin nombre"
Date/Time: 9/30/2009 3:30:00 PM
Location: Olin 101
Cost: Free
Details: Fleeing retaliation from the violent Central American street gang he has deserted, young
Mexican native Willy boards a northbound train, where he takes refuge on top of the moving freight
cars and hopes for a fresh start in a new country. Dodging authorities and other dangers, he finds a
new friend in Sayra, a Honduran girl also making a run for the American border in hope of a better




Catholic Student Association Meeting Tonight
Date/Time: 9/30/2009 4:45:00 PM
Location: Mickel Chapel, Old Main
Location: Mickel Chapel, Old Main
Cost: Free
Details: The Catholic Student Association will hold its weekly meeting today. We'll say the rosary at
4:40 p.m., followed by a discussion of John Henry Cardinal Newman, and why we're called the




"Fitness @ 5:30" Series: AB-LAB Class Tonight
Date/Time: 9/30/2009 5:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free




World Film Series - "Sin nombre"
Date/Time: 9/30/2009 7:30:00 PM
Location: Olin 101
Cost: Free
Details: Fleeing retaliation from the violent Central American street gang he has deserted, young
Mexican native Willy boards a northbound train, where he takes refuge on top of the moving freight
cars and hopes for a fresh start in a new country. Dodging authorities and other dangers, he finds a
new friend in Sayra, a Honduran girl also making a run for the American border in hope of a better




College Libertarians Meeting 
Date/Time: 9/30/2009 7:30:00 PM
Location: Acorn Cafe
Cost: Free
Details: Are you a freshman looking for an organization where you can gain some leadership
experience fast? Then look no further than the College Libertarians! Grab a friend and come out to





Band Party Featuring Recycled Percussion
Date/Time: 9/30/2009 10:00:00 PM
Location: In Front of Old Main
Cost: Free
Details: Come out TONIGHT immediately after the Mr. Wofford competition to see the band
Recycled Percussion perform! Recycled Percussion is a unique band that uses only recycled
instruments. They recently placed third on America's Got Talent and have played on the Carson Daly







Disc Golf Tourney Tomorrow @ 4 p.m. Free Discs
Date/Time: 10/1/2009 4:00:00 PM
Location: Disc Golf Course
Cost: Free
Details: Join us tomorrow, Oct.1, @ 4 p.m., for a Disc Golf Tournament. Free discs will be given




Time Change for the Seasonal Flu Vaccine Clinic, Friday, Oct. 2, at 8 a.m. 
Date/Time: 10/2/2009 8:00:00 AM
Location: Health Services
Cost: $15.00
Details: Please note that we will hold the flu clinic on Friday, Oct. 2, at 8 a.m. and not 2 p.m. It is first
come, first serve. Cost is $15 Please enter through the side door of Health Services. If you have the
opportunity to receive this vaccine elsewhere, please do so due to our limited supply. We should




Homecoming Service of Worship
Date/Time: 10/4/2009 12:15:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium
Cost: Free
Details: Join the Wofford Community for a homecoming service of worship at 11 a.m., Sunday
morning in Leonard Auditorium. The Rev. Lyn Pace, ‘99, Chaplain Emory at Oxford, and recent






Details: Altrusa International Inc. of Spartanburg is now accepting applications for the Eula Sherman
Scholarship. Several $600 scholarships will be awarded to non-traditional students for the second
semester 2009-2010. Qualifications: Spartanburg County residents who are planning to stay in this
area; have been out of high school for six or more years & are seeking to upgrade work skills. The
qualified applicant should also have demonstrated financial need. The application deadline date is
Oct. 30. Please contact the Financial Aid Office for an application and additional scholarship





Job On-Campus for Work Study Student
Details: Campus Ministry is looking for a Work-Study student to help with Communion each week
from 11:30 a.m. – 1 p.m. Please contact Ms. Lindy Bunch, Office Manager in Main Building at




A New Terrier Tuesday Record!
Details: Congratulations to Dixon Pitt '12 of Winston-Salem, N.C. He solved the Terrier Tuesday clue
and found our Terrier shopping for a Wofford hat in the Bookstore. Our Terrier was back in the
Papadopoulos Office in just 10 minutes! TAGS Facebook fans (www.facebook.com/WoffordTags),




Faculty/Staff Homecoming Lunch Tickets
Details: We’re looking forward to another busy and enjoyable Homecoming Weekend beginning this
Friday. As always, faculty and staff are invited and encouraged to attend Saturday’s Lunch on the
Lawn event (11 a.m. to 1 p.m. in front of Main Building). Due to budget constraints, we will be unable
to offer complimentary tickets to employees (including retired faculty/staff); however, you may
purchase lunch tickets at a discount. The normal price is $15/adults and $8/children (ages 3-12), and
the discounted price is $10/adults (limit 2 tickets) and $5/children. Tickets may be purchased daily in
the Alumni Office (Papadopoulos Building) until 5 p.m. on Friday, October 2. No discounted tickets




National Student Campaign Against Hunger & Homelessness 
Details: Interested in working on National Hunger & Homelessness Week? A Hunger &
Homelessness Team is being formed to put together activities for this important week. Please
respond to robinsonrr@wofford.edu if you are interested in participating. Please respond by Friday,










For daily information about Dining Services, go to: http://campusdish.com/en-US/CSSE/Wofford.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/campusSafety/content.aspx?id=33330.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to: http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
 
 
